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INFPs are sensitive, compassionate, and imaginative idealists, guided by their own values and
beliefs. Individualistic and nonjudgmental, INFPs are on a continuous mission to find the truth
and meaning of underlying things in the world around us. They are driven to help people and
make the world a better place. Humble individuals, INFPs can accomplish great and wonderful
things, but they will rarely give themselves credit. INFPs also tend to accel in the arts, especially
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moving money around. Your credit cards are paid off. You and your friends have 2 international
trips planned and paid for this year. You love your job. Your desired creative career is falling
into place and you get to take your little cousins to Six Flags and Universal Studios over the
Summer. Your relationships are healthy and supportive. All of the toxic energy from the past 6
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to encourage young women to show solidarity with one another. It went viral this year after
actor Alyssa Milano used the hashtag MeToo. Mostly anime and video games! The rest is
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candid see-through bikini 1 of 2. A collision avoidance system CAS , also known as a pre-crash
system , forward collision warning system , or collision mitigation system , is a motorcar safety
system designed to prevent or reduce the severity of a collision. GPS sensors can detect fixed
dangers such as approaching stop signs through a location database. Collision avoidance
systems range from widespread systems mandatory in some countries, such as autonomous
emergency braking AEB in the EU, agreements between car makers and safety officials to make
crash avoidance systems eventually standard, such as in the United States, [7] to research
projects including some manufacturer specific devices. Advanced emergency braking system
AEBS as defined by UN ECE regulation is considered as: a system which can automatically
detect a potential forward collision and activate the vehicle braking system to decelerate the
vehicle with the purpose of avoiding or mitigating a collision. Once an impending collision is
detected, these systems provide a warning to the driver. When the collision becomes imminent,
they can take action autonomously without any driver input by braking or steering or both.
Collision avoidance by braking is appropriate at low vehicle speeds e. AEB differs from forward
collision warning: FCW alerts the driver with a warning but does not by itself brake the vehicle.
Time-to-collision could be a way to choose which avoidance method braking or steering is most
appropriate. Collision avoidance system by steering is a new concept. It is considered by some
research projects. Early warning systems were attempted as early as the late s. An example is
Cadillac , which developed a prototype vehicle named the Cadillac Cyclone which used the new
radar technology to detect objects in front of the car with the radar sensors mounted inside
"nose cones". It was deemed too costly to manufacture. The first modern forward collision
avoidance system was demonstrated in by a team of scientists and engineers at Hughes
Research Laboratories in Malibu, California. The technology was marketed as Forewarn. In ,
AEB was introduced in the British market. In the earlys, the U. This makes AEB available in 4. In
, From fiscal year , in Japan, all new cars should have an automatic braking systems to prevent
accidents, including with a car or pedestrian but not with cyclist, at speeds defined by three
international regulations. From May , in the European Union, by law, new vehicles will have
advanced emergency-braking system. In India, autonomous emergency braking system AEB
could become mandatory on new cars by In the United States, automakers voluntary committed
to release automatic emergency braking as a standard feature on all new cars and trucks
starting in , in order to provide AEB three years earlier than through a regulatory process. A
study [35] by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety examined how particular features of
crash-avoidance systems affected the number of claims under various forms of insurance
coverage. The findings indicate that two crash-avoidance features provide the biggest benefits:
a autonomous braking that would brake on its own, if the driver does not, to avoid a forward
collision, and b adaptive headlights that would shift the headlights in the direction the driver
steers. They found lane departure systems to be not helpful, and perhaps harmful, at the circa
stage of development. A Insurance Institute for Highway Safety study found forward collision
warning and automatic braking systems reduced rear collisions. In the Berlin truck attack , the
vehicle used was brought to a stop by its automatic braking system. In a study of
police-reported crashes, automatic emergency braking was found to reduce the incidence of

rear-end crashes by 39 percent. A US study on trucks, considering 6, CAS activations from over
3 million miles and , hours driving performed with year technology, find that CAS activations
were the result of lead vehicle actions, such as braking, turning, switching lanes, or merging.
Efficiency varies depending on analysis, according to the European Commission: [43]. In
Australia, AEB has been found to reduce police-reported crashes by 55 per cent, rear-end
crashes by 40 per cent and vehicle occupant trauma by 28 per cent. It has been estimated that
ALKS could help to avoid 47, serious accidents and save 3, lives over the first decade in the
United Kingdom. A NTSB communication suggests that some vehicle collision avoidance assist
systems are not able to detect damaged crash attenuators. Therefore the vehicle may drive into
the crash attenuator. The NTSB considers such a feature would be a must have for safety with
partial automated vehicles to detect potential hazards and warn of potential hazards to drivers.
AEB systems aim to detect possible collisions with the car in front. Some cars may implement
lane departure warning systems. Since , Honda has developed a night vision system that
highlights pedestrians in front of the vehicle by alerting the driver with an audible chime and
visually displaying them via HUD. Honda's system only works in temperatures below 30 degrees
Celsius 86 Fahrenheit. This system first appeared on the Honda Legend. To assist in pedestrian
safety as well as driver safety, Volvo implemented a pedestrian airbag in the Volvo V40 ,
introduced in This feature allows autonomous braking of the vehicle while working in reverse
direction, to avoid a reverse collision. Those systems are assessed by IIHS. It deals with
avoiding some cases of collisions. Emergency Manoeuvre EM is a manoeuvre performed by the
system in case of an event in which the vehicle is at imminent collision risk and has the
purpose of avoiding or mitigating a collision. The activated system shall not cause any
collisions that are reasonably foreseeable and preventable. If a collision can be safely avoided
without causing another one, it shall be avoided. When the vehicle is involved in a detectable
collision , the vehicle shall be brought to a standstill. The activated system shall detect the
distance to the next vehicle in front as defined in paragraph 7. The activated system shall be
able to bring the vehicle to a complete stop behind a stationary vehicle, a stationary road user
or a blocked lane of travel to avoid a collision. This shall be ensured up to the maximum
operational speed of the system. The activated system shall avoid a collision with an
unobstructed crossing pedestrian in front of the vehicle. This document clarifies derivation
process to define conditions under which automated lane keeping systems ALKS shall avoid a
collision. Within the period of six months from the date of depositary notification C. In
accordance with paragraphs 3 and 4 of article 1 of the Agreement, the date of entry into force of
United Nations Regulation No. Various vendors provide AEB components to automakers. The
system first provides warning of an impending accident, activating hazard warning lights,
closing windows and sunroof, and pretensioning front seat belts. The warning is followed by
light braking to get the driver's attention. The sunroof and windows are closed and seat belts
are prepared for impact. The seats are moved forward to protect the car's occupants. If an
accident occurs, the "turning assistant" monitors opposing traffic when turning left at low
speeds. In critical situation, it brakes the car. Both systems were introduced on the Second
generation Q7. In BMW introduced two systems on the 7 Series. A driver drowsiness detection
includes an advice to take a break from driving. An "Active Driving Assistant" combines lane
departure warning , pedestrian protection, and city collision mitigation. In , "Driving Assistant
Plus" was introduced on most models combining the front-facing camera, lane-departure
warning, and in some cases front radar sensors to detect vehicles ahead. In the case of a crash,
the system can bring the vehicle to a standstill. Later iterations of the system on cars equipped
with Automatic Cruise Control system are improved by combining radar and camera detection
during fog, rain, and other situations where normal camera operations may be compromised.
The system used windscreen mounted cameras, radars, and lidars to monitor the road ahead.
The system doesn't provide a warning, rather, it can prevent a crash occurring at speeds
between 3. It uses a camera to provide warning when there is a vehicle ahead or there is a lane
departure. Rear cross traffic alert features. When activated, the CMBS has three warning stages.
The first warning stage includes audible and visual warnings to brake. If ignored, the second
stage would include the E-Pretensioner's tugging on the shoulder portion of the seat belt two to
three times as an additional tactile warning to the driver to take action. The third stage, in which
the CMBS predicts that a collision is unavoidable, includes full seat belt slack takeup by the
E-Pretensioner for more effective seat belt protection and automatic application of the brakes to
lessen the severity of the predicted crash. The E-Pretensioner would also work to reduce seat
belt slack whenever the brakes are applied and the brake assist system is activated. Using
electronic stability control sensors to measure steering angle, vehicle yaw, and lateral
acceleration and brake assist BAS sensors to detect emergency braking, the system can tighten
the seat belts, adjust seat positions, including rear seats if installed , raise folded rear headrests

if installed , and close the sunroof if it detects a possible collision including rollover. Visual and
acoustic warnings are triggered when a hazard is spotted. If the driver then reacts by braking,
the braking power will be boosted as the situation requires, up to a full brake application.
Should the driver fail to react, Pre-Safe Brake triggers autonomous vehicle braking. Anticipatory
occupant protection measures, such as the reversible belt tensioners, are deployed. By the time
the accident enters the phase when loads peak, the extra distance they are retracted by can be
used while dissipating energy in a controlled fashion. Pre-acceleration and force limitation allow
the occupants to be temporarily isolated from the effects of the crash, significantly reducing the
risk and severity of injuries in a frontal collision. Nissan's Infiniti brand offers both laser-based
and radar-based systems. Brake assist with preview function anticipates the need to apply
emergency braking and pre-pressurize the brake system to help improve brake response.
Intelligent brake assist IBA with forward emergency braking FEB on QX80 uses radar to monitor
approaching speed to the vehicle ahead, helping detect an imminent collision. It provides a
two-stage warning to alert the driver, and if the driver takes no action, the system automatically
engages the brakes to mitigate the collision speed and impact. Predictive forward collision
warning system warns the driver of risks that may be obscured from the driver's view. It senses
the relative velocity and distance of a vehicle directly ahead, as well as a vehicle travelling in
front of the preceding one. The forward emergency braking system judges that deceleration is
required, it alerts the driver using both a screen display and sound, then generates a force that
pushes the accelerator pedal up and applies partial braking to assist the driver in slowing the
vehicle down. When the system judges that there is the possibility of a collision, it will
automatically apply harder braking to help avoid one. Subaru's system, branded "EyeSight",
was announced in May using stereo camera technology to detect pedestrians and bicyclists. As
initially announced, EyeSight enabled pre-collision braking control and adaptive cruise control
at all speeds. In , color was added to the cameras, allowing the system to recognize brake lights
and red stoplights ahead. It is not available on the BRZ. Toyota's pre-collision system PCS is a
radar-based system that uses a forward-facing millimeter-wave radar. When the system
determines that a frontal collision is unavoidable, it preemptively tightens the seat belts ,
removing any slack, and pre-charges the brakes using brake assist to give the driver maximum
stopping power when the driver depresses the brake pedal. This system monitors the driver's
face to determine where the driver is looking. If the driver's head turns away from the road and a
frontal obstacle is detected, the system will alert the driver using a buzzer, and if necessary,
pre-charge the brakes and tighten the safety belts. A near-infrared projector located in the
headlights allows the system to work at night. With the adaptive variable suspension AVS and
electric power steering, the system can change the shock absorber firmness, steering gear
ratios, and torque assist to aid the driver's evasive steering measures. The lane departure
warning system will make automatic steering adjustments to help ensure that the vehicle
maintains its lane in case the driver fails to react. Rear-end pre-collision system includes a
rearward-facing millimeter-wave radar mounted in the rear bumper. This system is designed to
work even if the driver is wearing sunglasses, and at night. The system is designed to
determine if the driver is late in decelerating at an approaching stop sign, will then sound an
alert and can also pre-charge the brakes to provide braking force if deemed necessary. This
system works in certain Japanese cities and requires Japan specific road markings that are
detected by a camera. The latest version tilts the rear seat upward, placing the passenger in a
more ideal crash position if it detects a front or rear impact. This system increases the braking
force up to twice that applied by average drivers. It was not then available in U. An on-board
sensor detects pedestrians and issues a visual alert on the dashboard immediately in front of
the driver if the system determines that there is a risk of collision. If the likelihood of a collision
increases, the system issues an audio and visual alarm to encourage the driver to take evasive
action, and the increased pre-collision braking force and automatic braking functions are
activated. In the US model year, Toyota sold more vehicles equipped with collision warning than
any other single brand with a total 1. The first Japanese car model to receive TSS 2.
Multi-collision brake system automatic post-collision braking system to automatically brake the
car after an accident in order to avoid a second collision. City emergency braking automatically
activates brakes at low speeds in urban situations. It uses a sensor fusion between a camera
and the radar sensor. There is an "emergency assist" in case of a non-reacting driver, the car
takes the control of the brakes and the steering until a complete stop. This is also found on the
Volkswagen Golf Mk8. If the driver does not react, the system pre-charges the brakes and
increases the brake assist sensitivity to maximize driver braking performance. Later versions
will automatically apply the brakes to minimize pedestrian impacts. In some models of Volvos,
the automatic braking system can be manually turned off. The V40 also included the first
pedestrian airbag , when it was introduced in All Volvo automobiles now come standard with a

lidar laser sensor that monitors the front of the roadway, and if a potential collision is detected,
the safety belts will retract to reduce excess slack. Volvo now includes this safety device as an
option in FH series trucks. The Volvo XC90 features automatic braking, if the driver turns in
front of an oncoming car. This is a common scenario at busy city crossings as well as on
highways, where the speed limits are higher. March Volvo recalled , cars over auto emergency
braking failure. Many vehicles have AEB fitted as standard. The AEB is not available for every
car. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about collision avoidance in cars. For
other uses, see collision avoidance. For other uses, see automatic braking. This article contains
content that is written like an advertisement. Please help improve it by removing promotional
content and inappropriate external links , and by adding encyclopedic content written from a
neutral point of view. March Learn how and when to remove this template message. AEB shares
in Australia first car models [26]. This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve
this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. August Learn how and when to remove this template message. This transport-related
list is incomplete ; you can help by expanding it. Retrieved 21 February My Digital Life.
Retrieved 10 April The Volvo Owners Club. Retrieved 11 April United Nations. Retrieved 3
November United Nations Economic Commission for Europe. Retrieved 31 July International
Journal of Vehicle Autonomous Systems. Retrieved 29 July UK: Thatcham Research. Archived
from the original PDF on 1 May Euro NCAP. Retrieved 8 June Stockholm, Sweden. US:
Transportation Research Board. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. January
Retrieved 25 January Commission of the European Communities. Archived from the original
PDF on 23 June Retrieved 31 March DOT and IIHS announce historic commitment of 20
automakers to make automatic emergency braking standard on new vehicles". Retrieved 17
March Retrieved 21 October The Verge. Retrieved 26 May Retrieved 24 March Retrieved 28
March Retrieved 15 June Retrieved 31 August Times of India. Retrieved 4 April Automotive
News. Retrieved 10 March European Transport Safety Council. Deutsche Welle. Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety. Archived from the original on 30 April Fleet Owner. European Road
Safety Observatory. April Retrieved 4 October Paper Number Retrieved 14 June October
Archived from the original on 8 August US: CNN. Robotics and Automation News. Retrieved 10
February Business Wire. Consumer Reports. Bosch Media Services. Archived from the original
on 21 September Archived from the original PDF on 3 August Retrieved 17 February Audi Media
Center. Archived from the original on 19 May BMW Group. Archived from the original on 24
June Retrieved 19 January Archived from the original on 30 December Archived from the
original on 29 December Archived from the original on 8 October Retrieved 14 March Archived
from the original PDF on 4 March Life Changing Stories - Mercedes-Benz". Archived from the
original on 12 January May Archived from the original on 3 January Car and Driver. Retrieved 6
June USA Today. Subaru Corporation. Retrieved 1 June Automotive Industries. Archived from
the original on 27 October Toyota Motor. Archived from the original on 4 March Archived from
the original on 18 February Toyota Press Room Press release. Archived from the original on 4
April Automotive news. Volkswagen SUV is one of the safest automobiles of all times" Press
release. Archived from the original on 20 July Retrieved 2 June Global New Car Assessment
Programme. European Commission. Self-driving cars and enabling technologies. History of
self-driving cars Intelligent transportation system Context-aware pervasive systems Mobile
computing Smart, connected products Ubiquitous computing Ambient intelligence Internet of
things. Lane departure warning system Automatic parking Collision avoidance system Cruise
control Adaptive cruise control Advanced driver-assistance systems Driver drowsiness
detection Intelligent speed adaptation Blind spot monitor. Vehicular ad hoc network V2V
Connected car Automotive navigation system. Legislation IEEE Categories : Vehicle safety
technologies. Hidden categories: CS1 errors: missing periodical Articles with a promotional
tone from March All articles with a promotional tone Use dmy dates from October Articles
containing potentially dated statements from January All articles containing potentially dated
statements Articles needing additional references from August All articles needing additional
references Articles containing potentially dated statements from September Articles containing
potentially dated statements from Incomplete transport lists Commons category link from
Wikidata Pages using the Graph extension. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Collision
avoidance systems. Human driver monitors the driving environment Levels 0,1,2 Lane departure
warning system Automatic parking Collision avoidance system Cruise control Adaptive cruise
control Advanced driver-assistance systems Driver drowsiness detection Intelligent speed
adaptation Blind spot monitor. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine
and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Call Thank you for stopping by Gunther of Daytona

Beach located at N. We are your Florida VW Volvo Dealership specializing in new and quality
used vehicles, service and parts. Our knowledgeable sales staff have been trained and certified
to provide amazing customer service. All online prices have been reduced by financing
incentives and exclude tax, tag, title, registration fees, governmental fees, reconditioning
charges or any additional insurance and warranty coverage, GAP coverage or fee applicable to
the sale of a car. The vehicle must be financed through Gunther to receive special reduced
pricing. See dealer for full detail. Wholesale Prices Available to Public now! Lowest Prices in the
Market All our vehicles smoged, safety and available for buyer's mechanic inspection. We have
financing available for all our vehicles, we have more banks with the best rates available for
everyone. We provide Carfax history reports for all our vehicles. Promotions- Offers are limited
time only. Check the expiration dates prior to purchase. To ensure your complete satisfaction,
We strongly advise, as it is your responsibility to verify with the dealer that all the details listed,
including complete vehicle specification and price are accurate. Please call or email. FinancingWe finance anyone O. On approved down payment. Rates as low as 3. Lpo; 22" Best of all the
price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price
is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some
restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these
products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. See what's
behind you with the back up camera on this model. This Chevrolet Tahoe is pure luxury with a
heated steering wheel. Anywhere on the planet, you will have hundreds of digital stations to
choose from. You'll never again be lost in a crowded city or a country region with the navigation
system on it. It has an elegant black exterior finish. Greater towing safety becomes standard
with the installed trailer brake. Quickly unlock this vehicle with keyless entry. Enjoy the
incredible handling with the rear wheel drive on the vehicle. Set the temperature exactly where
you are most comfortable in this unit. The fan speed and temperature will automatically adjust
to maintain your preferred zone climate. Equipment listed is based on original vehicle build.
Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling the dealer prior to purchase.
LTZ trim. This is true regardless of whether you're here to test drive a new Toyota or used car,
get an estimate on your car, secure auto financing, or figure out exactly what auto part you
need. We have used cars from some of today's top manufacturers and all of our used cars go
through a vigorous inspection before hitting the lot. Come take a test drive today! Price does
not include a charge for 0. Not all sales at MSRP. The following items have been reconditioned
on this vehicle: new brakes! Wheels; 20" X 9" Mercedes Benz of Houston Greenway is a premier
luxury pre-owned super center! Come let us show you why our service and value will exceed all
your expectations. Mercedes Benz of Houston Greenway is proud to offer this particular vehicle
to you and we thank you for your consideration. This vehicle has gone through our stringent
safety inspection along with quality inspections. Come stop by our showroom at Southwest
Fwy between Weslayan and Buffalo Speedway and experience a whole new luxury experience!
We have the largest selection of Certified Pre-owned Mercedes Benz product here at our
premier Houston showroom. As a compact SUV, this vehicle packs all the performance of a
full-size into a package that easily navigates the urban terrain. This Chevrolet Tahoe LT's level
of quality is not meant for just anyone. It's meant for the person who strives for a classy,
comfortable, and luxurious car. More information about the Chevrolet Tahoe: The Suburban and
Tahoe are by far the best-selling models in their class, and they're tough rivals for the Ford
Expedition, Toyota Sequoia and Nissan Armada, among just a few others. These two Chevy
models are closely related in most ways--although there's a key difference: The Suburban is 14
inches longer in wheelbase and 20 inches longer overall than the Tahoe; and that results in a
significantly larger third-row seat than in the Tahoe--as well as easier access to it, and more
cargo space. Compared to rival models, the Chevy Tahoe and Suburban still stand out for their
good ride quality and efficient engines, and they handle surprisingly well considering their size
and mass. They're also very rugged and versatile, and can be outfitted for off-road toughness,
tow ability, and interior luxury as needed. Chevrolet claims that the Suburban will be the most
fuel-efficient model in the full-size SUV class, thanks to its standout combination of fuel-saving
technologies like direct injection and active fuel management cylinder deactivation. Although
the profile of the Suburban and Tahoe haven't changed all that much, Chevy has managed to
make significant improvements to aerodynamics. Yet chiseled sheetmetal and big, flamboyant
wheels up to 22 inches help maintain a powerful look. We are a proud, fourth generation
dealership, serving Northern California since Still located in Historic Downtown Woodland, our
way of doing business is represented by our small town ways, where business can still be done
with a hand shake. Call us today at ! All vehicles are subject to prior sale. All financing is
subject to approved credit. Dealer installed options are additional. Stock photo colors, options
and trim levels may vary. Not responsible for typographical errors. Published price subject to

change without notice to correct errors and omissions or in the event of inventory fluctuations.
Vehicles may be in transit to dealer. Vehicle photos may not match exact vehicle. Please call to
confirm availability status. Model tested with standard side airbags SAB. New Car Assessment
Program Use for comparison purposes only. We take great pride in the vehicles that we offer.
Each vehicle is hand selected and carefully inspected to be sure it meets our high standards.
We're so sure you'll love it, we guarantee it. During your first year of ownership bring it our
service department and your first two oil changes are on us. Winner of Dealerrater. All of our
vehicles are competitively priced with Legendary Low Prices. We are a proud member of the
McLarty Auto Group, which maintains the same commitment to excellence. Contact us today so
you don't miss the opportunity to purchase this vehicle! We have the best selection and are
unrivaled to provide the best purchasing experience you have ever had! With our enhanced
online purchase process, we can do as much or as little as you'd like before you come in, so
that you can save your valuable time! This SUV is a great example of beauty and brawn with
classic styling and a workhorse power plant. Excellence, luxury and stature are just a few of the
pillars this car is built upon. Powered by a 5. This Four Wheel Drive scores near 22mpg on the
open road while you enjoy the confidence built for your demanding lifestyle; tackling any
project with style and grace while offering a luxurious ride. Inside our LT, experience a perfect
balance of form and function as you settle into comfortable leather seats, and appreciate
parking sensors, and a driver information center. The kids will be happy with rear audio
controls, outlets for their devices and the convenience of our tri-zone feature for personal
comfort settings. Our Chevrolet offers lane departure and forward collision warning, electronic
stability control, a strong steel safety cage, airbags, and OnStar automatic crash response, so
you can experience supreme confidence that your precious cargo will be kept safe. Make your
drive rewarding with this Tahoe that can take you anywhere for everything! Print this page and
call us Now We will buy your car even if you don't buy ours. Our goal is to provide you an
extraordinary experience. Call to schedule appointment. We at Championship Motors are
pleased to offer this Chevy Tahoe! It is powered by a 5. This Tahoe is loaded with options back
camera, navigation, captains car seating, third row, front and rear heated seats, rear
entertainment and much much more. Please call us today at to see this or any of our vehicles
we have here on our lot. Thank you for looking! Financing Available Regardless of your credit
history or situation. Trade Ins welcome! There are some great extended service Contracts
available for this vehicle, please inquire for rates, terms and coverage details. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles
for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price
and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 4, Cylinders 8
cylinders 5, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. Check Availability. Price Drop. No accidents. Five Star Dealer. New Listing.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Purchased the Chevy Tahoe new.
Traded a Chevy Tahoe with , miles on it that we also purchased new in Awesome Tahoe, I miss
it now. The issues we've experienced since owning the , in order. Steering column popped
during steering in parking lots during parking or in town driving. Steering bearing kit replaced.
Steering wheel begin to pop again 5 days later. I complained and demanded an entire steering
column be replaced. Dealership agreed and it was an all day job replacing it. A year later.
Steering is still excellent, no problem. Next, climate control knob broke on front passenger side.
Had to use the sync button to control temp until repaired. Next, dash board panel above
odometer bubbled up and was replaced. Next, three side panels by the window broke in a car
wash, had to endure an 8 hour car drive with whistling noises outside everyone's window. I've
read they could fly off into traffic, so I had to tape them all down for the drive. The Tahoe metal
body is like a thin beer can. It dents really easily. I've even had acorns drop on it from an oak
tree. No kidding, small dents from that. The hood metal is so thin, it flexes up and down rapidly,
during highway driving and is very distracting. Next, the Continental tires it comes with are the
worst as far as wear goes. They drive nice but wear terrible. We will need new tires at about 45,
miles. The worst problem yet, the air conditioning no longer works. We've been stuck with
driving a hot Chevy Tahoe with no AC for over a week and are told the part will not be in for
another 4 days. I read that there is a design flaw on the air conditioning unit. There is no bracket
that secures the line coming out of the compressor that produces psi. Every time the
compressor kicks on, the tube flexes and over time, will crack and all of the Freon will leak out
and destroy the condenser. It only effects Chevy Tahoes. So it you own a Chevy Tahoe, you're
air conditioner will go out, it is a matter of time. GM will not fix it prior to the failure. They will
not issue a recall on it, it is not a safety issue. The condenser is on back order due to the high
demand on replacing them on the Chevy Tahoe, only. Bottom line, I'm not convinced I'm going
to make , miles on this Chevy Tahoe like I did with my other Tahoe. That Chevy Tahoe was a

tank. This Chevy Tahoe seems to love going to the dealership repeatedly. Once the extended
warranty that I purchased runs out, I'm going to be extremely nervous about what will happen
next to this Chevy Tahoe. Again, it only has 38, miles on it and we purchased it new. I'm shaking
my head on the idea of that. What a shame GM. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Introduction
This policy implements the procedures set forth in 17 U. It is the policy of the Company to
respect the legitimate rights of copyright owners, their agents, and representatives. Users of
any part of the Company computing system are required to respect the legal protections
provided by applicable copyright law. Email: violations contact form this email address is only
for copyright infringement claims â€” you will not receive a reply if the matter is not a copyright
issue : legal hollywood. When we receive proper notification of claimed infringement, the
Company will follow the procedures outlined herein and in the DMCA. An electronic or physical
signature of the copyright owner or a person authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an
exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. Identification of the copyrighted work or works
claimed to have been infringed. Identification of the material that is claimed to be infringing or
to be the subject of infringing activity and that is to be removed or access to which is to be
disabled, and information reasonably sufficient to permit the Company to locate the material.
Information reasonably sufficient to permit the Company to contact the complaining party,
including an address, telephone number, and, if available, an email address at which the
complaining party may be contacted. A statement that the information in the notice is accurate,
and under penalty of perjury, that the complaining party is authorized to act on behalf of the
owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. If you do not include all of the above
information, it may invalidate your notification or cause a delay of the processing of the DMCA
notification. Please note that, under Section f of the Copyright Act, any person who knowingly
materially misrepresents that material or activity is infringing may be subject to liability. Please
also note that the information provided in your notification to us may be forwarded to the
person who provided the allegedly infringing content. Company reserves the right to publish
Claimant information on the site in place of disabled content. The Company will comply with the
appropriate provisions of the DMCA in the event a counter notification is received. Please note
that under Section f of the Copyright Act, any person who knowingly materially misrepresents
that material or activity was removed or disabled by mistake or misidentification may be subject
to liability. Accommodation of Standard Technical Measures It is Company policy to
accommodate, and not interfere with, standard technical measures it determines are reasonable
under the circumstances, i. Click here - to use the wp menu builder Click here - to use the wp
menu builder. Where Are They Now? Want More? Sign Up for Our Newsletter! Follow hollywood.
Copyright Issues Hollywood. Complaint Notice Procedures for Copyright Owners The following
elements must be included in your copyright infringement complaint notice: 1. Touchpad, voice
control, intelligent search functions â€” the options for user operation are extremely varied.
They all aim to achieve a common goal: to guide the driver through the highly advanced
infotainment system with high-resolution displays intuitively and ergonomically. The Audi
virtual cockpit is a fully digital instrument cluster with a Its display graphics are exceptionally
sharp and highly detailed. The display shows a wide range of information clearly and in neat,
sharp, highly detailed graphics. It includes traditional speed and rpm figures as well as
information on navigation, media and driver assistance systems. Fixed indicators are shown
along the lower edge; they show the outside temperature, time and odometer readings as well
as warning and information symbols. The image is refreshed 60 times per second so that the
virtual needle of the rev counter tracks smoothly and very precisely. The driver can use the
View button on the multifunction steering wheel to switch the Audi virtual cockpit between two
views: While the tachometer and speedometer are displayed as large dial-type gages in driving
mode, a central window dominates in infotainment mode. It creates a large stage for the
navigation map or for lists in the phone, radio and audio areas. In this case, the tachometer and
speedometer are displayed as small dial instruments. In the S and RS models, both views
specifically feature red graphic details. A performance layout where the central focus is the
tachometer, displayed as a square graph, and the performance and torque are shown as
percentages can also be selected in the MMI. The Audi virtual cockpit plus has two further views
that the driver can set in the MMI. In addition to the Sport layout â€” as per the view in the S
models â€” there is a display graphic with a particularly dynamic design: The RPM and speed
are shown here as bar diagrams with angular red graphical elements. Audi MMI search is
available for all basic menus, and like a search engine it is based on free text entry. When
searching for a place to eat, for instance, simply enter the name of the restaurant and the first
letters of the city, and a list of hits appears together with the addresses â€” this works
throughout Europe. Searching for tracks, albums and radio stations also works this way. Partly
the MMI search integrates also intelligent functions. When looking for a restaurant, for instance,

the list of hits also includes Yelp ratings, provided that there is an internet connection. In
addition, sorting can be performed according to various criteria. Fuel prices are listed for filling
stations. Alternatively there is the option of a Google search. Audi offers two different systems.
In the A4, Q5 and higher model series, the image is projected onto the windshield. Two
aspherical mirrors magnify and redirect the image. The mirrors also compensate for any
distortions due to the curvature of the windshield. The driver can use the Audi MMI to specify
which information should be shown in the head-up display; the height and brightness can also
be adjusted here. In the Audi Q2 the head-up display projects the graphics and numbers onto a
separate glass panel. The MMI is used to choose the information to be displayed, such as
navigation symbols or information about the assistance systems. Audi offers various systems
under the MMI touch concept. The touchpad is used to input characters and also for multifinger
gestures, enabling the driver to zoom in on the map, for example. Buttons around the edge
supplement the terminal. The larger MMI all-in-touch is available as another version: The driver
can write, zoom and scroll on its glass surface and receives acoustic and haptic feedback each
time a command is input. In some cases the MMI touch also comes as a display in the center
console. Depending on the equipment level, it has an 8. On the large touch display, the driver
manages all navigation and infotainment functions with one finger. The driver can also enter
letters and characters. Following the premiere in the fourth generation of the Audi A8 it is now
being incorporated into other model lines. The central element is the When not in use, the
screen blends almost invisibly into the high-gloss black faceplate of the instrument panel. When
starting the system, the user interface appears with its concise graphics. The large display is
used for controlling navigation, media and vehicle functions. The driver can click, swipe, zoom
and scroll on it. The menu structure including the search functions is intuitive and flat, like that
of a modern smartphone. The key strength of the MMI touch response technology is its haptic
feedback. When a finger touches the display glass, it does not immediately activate a function
â€” a gentle push with a defined pressure is required to do that. The mechanical pulse that the
driver feels as confirmation feedback is created by an electromagnet that shifts the
spring-mounted display very slightly sideways â€” by roughly the width of a human hair. At the
same time a small loudspeaker emits a click sound. Clever detailed solutions make using the
new technology even more attractive. If a finger touches an icon, the software confirms either
by an animation or a change in color. If the finger pushes so hard that it triggers the function,
the icon or list entry lights up briefly. Similar to on a smartphone, many symbols are supported
by long-touch and long-push functions. That allows the driver to reposition a tile, for instance. A
second display on the console of the center tunnel is used to operate the air conditioning
system and convenience features. The driver can save preferred functions as favorites. The
display has an 8. The driver can also enter text â€” either via a digital keyboard when the vehicle
is stationary or by innovative handwriting recognition which can recognize entire words in
handwriting as well as letters handwritten on top of one another. Audible feedback is given for
each recognized letter, so that the driver can always keep his or her eyes focused on the road.
The surfaces of the two displays have a type of anti-fingerprint coating. This makes it easy to
wipe off fingerprints. There is also an anti-glare layer that refracts the reflected light. This blurs
the reflections so they do not distract the driver. The top layer is toughened, making it very
sturdy and scratch-resistant. Natural language voice control understands many formulations
from everyday speech. The new voice control system, which also permits dictation of text
messages, is also available without an Internet connection and works with the Radio and Media
menus too. Voice control is activated by pressing the voice control button on the steering
wheel. It answers commands and questions in two ways. For another, it accesses knowledge
from the cloud. If the network signal is good, the answer takes less than two seconds to arrive.
The clever dialogue manager asks questions, if necessary, allows corrections, offers choices
and also accepts being interrupted. In dialogue with the voice control system, the driver can
switch between different menu areas. For example, the driver can call a contact from the phone
book and then use the associated address as a navigation destination. The new hybrid voice
control system is also connected with media sources, the air conditioning system, telephone
functions and selected Audi connect services. Audi has conceptualized the compact rear seat
remote for passengers in the rear seating area. This control unit is approximately the size of a
smartphone. Its touch surface can be used to control many functions relating to air
conditioning, seating, lighting, settings and media functions â€” from the HD matrix reading
lights to seat and foot massage, the rear window blinds and music. When the matching Audi
phone box is on-board, the rear seat remote can serve as a mobile phone. It integrates a
microphone and a small loudspeaker. In addition, it can remotely control the Audi tablet â€” this
is especially convenient when the tablet is installed on the back of the front seat. On-board
communication utilizes the new 5 GHz Wi-Fi band. The rear seat remote has a 5. Its aluminum

case is very high-quality, and the technology is designed to withstand the temperature extremes
that can occur inside the car. In the A8 D5 , the rear seat remote clips into and is charged in the
center console in the four-seat model and in the center armrest in the five-seater. Its battery
enables up to six hours of phone use. Depending on the rear equipment specification, the
control unit is supplied as standard or an option. The specified fuel consumption and emission
data have been determined according to the measurement procedures prescribed by law. Since
1st September , certain new vehicles are already being type-approved according to the
Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure WLTP , a more realistic test procedure for
measuring fuel consumption and CO 2 emissions. Owing to the more realistic test conditions,
the fuel consumption and CO 2 emissions measured according to the WLTP will, in many cases,
be higher than those measured according to the NEDC. Therefore, the usage of CO 2 emission
values measured according to WLTP for vehicle taxation from 1st September on can cause
changes in this regards as well. We are currently still required by law to state the NEDC figures.
It is possible to specify the WLTP figures voluntarily in addition until such time as this is
required by law. In cases where the NEDC figures are specified as value ranges, these do not
refer to a particular individual vehicle and do not constitute part of the sales offering. They are
intended exclusively as a means of comparison between different vehicle types. Additional
equipment and accessories e. We are using cookies for a better user experience. I accept. Audi
MediaCenter. Loading cart â€¦. Audi MediaTV. Audi virtual cockpit. MMI touch. MMI touch
response. Natural language voice control. Rear Seat Remote. Show More Images. Service
Imprint Legal Privacy. Subscribe to receive press releases Would you like to receive our press
releases regularly? Subscribe now. About the Audi MediaCenter The Audi MediaCenter is a
service of Audi Communications for journalists, bloggers and online multipliers offering the
press and media an overview of all the latest news. All rights reserved. ECUXpress specialises
in automotive electro-software. Leave the hullabaloo to our engineers who are highly-skilled to
take the stress and hassle out of the complicated bits of how your car engine should run. We
test and repair ECUs through the use of advanced diagnostic techniques, at prices which are at
a fraction of new parts and we offer a 3 to 6 month guaranteed warranty on all our repairs. We
specialise in the following services, however, we are young, dynamic and flexible, and are able
to solve almost all your problems but not marital ones. Modern vehicle computer testing and
verification facilities. Read more Repair capability of most global ECU brands. We have
extensive knowledge in engine control units and aim to make sure you get the best. We replace
your old and broken engine control units with cost effective and reliable units. Official supplier
of Launch, Delphi, Autel and Bosch diagnostic tools. Click here for our price list. Regardless of
the vehicle, in order to solve the problem, we are able to retrieve key security information or
reprogram the memory Read more Testing prices range from R to R, depending on the year,
make, model and type of vehicle. Prior to repairing, we do a bench test to ascertain whether the
computer box or module is faulty. Our simulators emulate the car engine, giving us a true
reflection of how the computer box is performing. Please Note: We give all our customers a full
3 to 6 months warranty. ECU replacement can be very expensive. The part alone can cost
between R20, and R45,, depending on the make and model of your vehicle. You should expect
to pay between R3, and R13, max. Our aim is to lower all costs, especially for those vehicles
which are off motor plan. Most insurance companies take advantage of our services in this
regard. Depending on the make and model of your vehicle we will sometimes recommend you to
get full locksets that are pre-programmed to plug and play. Our services include but are not
limited to the following:. Trade prices shown are exclusive of VAT. Please see our product
catalogue for our full range. If you are having trouble with your immobiliser system then we can
supply free running ECUs for most models that get around troublesome immobiliser faults. We
remanufacture to the highest standards. Components used to remanufacture our ECUs are of a
higher quality than that originally used by the manufacturer, thus eliminating original design
faults. We can rebuild your own unit with an unlimited mileage lifetime warranty. Bosch 5.
Common part No. Common faults include stalling at idle, revving up and down and power loss.
Mercedes 7G-Tronic TCM Transmission Control Module - common fault This TCM is a very
common failure for Mercedes Benz's seven-speed transmission system 7G-Tronic , the common
fault starts as juddering when changing gear or holding on to one gear before aggressively
forcing the next gear into place. When the control module fails, you will notice stored fault
codes for the turbine speed sensor when diagnosing the fault.. Failure will cause a complete
loss of drive and an inablity to select any gears, this will also cause the EPC light to remain
illuminated and the gear symbols will continually flash Also can cause complete forward drive
failure The mechanical side of the pump is usually very reliable, nearly all of the faults we see
are caused by the electronic diesel control unit EDC attached to the top of the pump. Please
note that we only test the EDC on top of the pump, we cannott test the mechanical part of the

pump. When your car is not running, life is at a standstill. Give us a shout. Terms and
Conditions: Please Click Here to read our terms and conditions. Our Services We specialise in
the following services, however, we are young, dynamic and flexible, and are able to solve
almost all your problems but not marital ones. ECU Replacement We replace your old and
broken engine control units with cost effective and reliable units. ECU Repairs Prior to
repairing, we do a bench test to ascertain whether the computer box or module is faulty. A
common customer problem is lost keys, failed immobiliser defective ECU. Regardless of the
vehicle, in order to solve the problem, we are able to retrieve key security information or
reprogram the memory chip inside the module itself immobilizer or ECU. This is a memory
technology which has a unique characteristic; it does not lose its data when power is removed.
Contact Us When your car is not running, life is at a standstill. Send Now. To browse Academia.
Skip to main content. Log In Sign Up. Download Free PDF. Nye Jr. Download PDF. A short
summary of this paper. NYE, Jr. Whereas hard power-the ability to coerc ows out of a country's
military or economic might, soft power arises from he attractiveness of its culture, political
ideals, and policies. Hard power remains crucial in a world of states trying to guard heir
independence and of non-state groups willing to turn to violence. But as the Bush
administration maps out its foreign policy, Nye emphasizes the importance of nurturing our soft
power. It is soft power that will help prevent terrorists from recruiting supporters from among
the moderate majority. And it is soft power that will help the United States deal with crit- ical
global issues that require multilateral cooperation. America needs to move in a new direction.
Isn't it time that we listened to the guidance of one of our foremost foreign policy experts and
put his ideas into action? NYE, JR. Keohane ; Jrd ed. All rights reserved. Printed in the United
States of America. No part of this book may be reproduced in any manner whatsoever without
written permission except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles and
reviews. PublicAffairs books are available at special discounts for bulk purchases in the U.
Includes bibliographical references and index. United States-Foreign relations-Philosophy.
Power Social sciences --United States. United States-Foreign relationsol- 4. World politics I. I
was interested in the question because I had coined the term "soft power" a decade or so
earlier. Secretary Powell correctly replied that the United States needed hard power to win
World War 11, but he continued, "And what followed immediately after hard power? Did the
United States ask for dominion over a single nation in Europe? Soft power came in the Marshall
Plan We did the same thing in]apan. Army in Washing- ton. One of the other speakers was
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld. According to a press account, "The top military brass
lis- tened sympathetically" to my views, but when someone in the audi- ence later asked
Rumsfeld for his opinion on soft power, he replied "I don't know what it means. Some of our
leaders do not under- stand the crucial importance of soft power in our reordered
post-September 11 world. The real key is how many allies do I grow. And that is a very
important metric that they just don't get. As Osama bin Laden ob- served, people like a strong
horse. But power comes in many guises, and soft power is not weakness. It is a form of power,
and the failure to incorporate it in our national strategy is a serious mistake. What is soft
power? It is the ability to get what you want through attraction rather than coercion or
payments. It arises from the attractiveness of a country's culture, political ideals, and policies.
When our policies are seen as legitimate in the eyes of others, our soft power is enhanced.
America has long had a great deal of soft power. Think of the impact of Franklin Roosevelt's
Four Freedoms in Europe at the end of World War II; of young people behind the Iron Curtain
listening to American music and news on Radio Free Europe; of Chinese students symbolizing
their protests in Tianan- men Square by creating a replica of the Statue of Liberty; of newly
liberated Afghans in asking for a copy of the Bill of Rights; of young Iranians today
surreptitiously watching banned American videos and satellite television broadcasts in the
privacy of their homes. These are all examples of America's soft power. When you can get
others to admire your ideals and to want what you want, you do not have to spend as much on
sticks and carrots to move them in your direction. Seduction is always more effective than
coercion, and many values like democracy, human rights, and individual op- portunities are
deeply seductive. As General Wesley Clark put it, soft power "gave us an influence far beyond
the hard edge of tradi- tional balance-of-power politics. The United States may be more powerful
than any other polity since the Roman Empire, but like Rome, America is neither invinci- ble nor
invulnerable. Rome did not succumb to the rise of another empire, but to the onslaught of
waves of barbarians. Modern high- tech terrorists are the new barbarians. As the world wends
its way deeper into a struggle with terrorism, it becomes increasingly appar- ent that many
factors lie outside American control. Nor can it launch a war when- ever it wishes without
alienating other countries and losing the cooperation it needs for winning the peace. The
four-week war in Iraq in the spring of was a dazzling display of America's hard military power

that removed a tyrant, but it did not resolve our vulnerability to terrorism. It was also costly in
terms of our soft power-our ability to attract others to our side. In the aftermath of the war,
polling by the Pew Research Center showed a dramatic decline in the popularity of the United
States compared to a year earlier, even in countries like Spain and Italy, whose governments
had provided support for the war effort, and America's standing plummeted in Islamic countries
from Morocco to Turkey to Southeast Asia. Yet the United States will need the help of such
countries in the long term to track the flow of terrorists, tainted money, and dangerous
weapons. In the words of the Financial Times, "To win the peace, therefore, the US will have to
show as much skill in exercising soft power as it has in using hard power to win the war. I
pointed out that the United States was the strongest nation not only in military and economic
power, but also in a third dimension that I called soft power. In the ensuing years, I have been
pleased to see the concept enter the public discourse, used by the American secretary of state,
the British foreign minister, po- liticalleaders, and editorial writers as well as academics around
the world. At the same time, however, some have misunderstood it, mis- used and trivialized it
as merely the influence of Coca-Cola, Holly- wood, blue jeans, and money. Even more
frustrating has been to watch some policy makers ignore the importance of our soft power and
make us all pay the price by unnecessarily squandering it. I returned to soft power in while
writing The Paradox of American Power, a book that cautioned against triumphalism, the opposite error from the declinism I had warned against in Friends and critics urged that if I wanted
the term to be properly understood and used in foreign policy, I needed to explore and develop
it more fully, and that is the purpose of this book. This book reflects the fraught international
relations that arose before, during, and after the Iraq War. Unlike the Gulf War, when his father
built a broad coalition, George W Bush decided to attack Iraq in without a second United
Nations resolution and with only a small coalition of supporting countries. In doing so, he
escaped the constraints of alliances and institutions that many in his administration chafed
under, but he also produced doubts about the legitimacy of our actions, and widespread
anxieties about how the United States would use its preponderant power. The sharp drop in the
attractiveness of the United States around the world made it dif- ficult to recruit support for the
occupation and reconstruction of Iraq. Winning the peace is harder than winning a war, and soft
power is essential to winning the peace. Yet the way we went to war in Iraq proved to be as
costly for our soft power as it was a stunning victory for our hard power. Readers who are
familiar with my earlier work may properly ask what's new here, beyond a discussion of the Iraq
War. The answer is "a lot. But here I have honed the definition, expanded the examples, used
new polling data and historical research, and explored the implications and limits of soft power
in ways I had not done in either of my earlier works. The first chapter also adds to my analysis
of the changing context of power in international politics, and the reasons why soft power is
becoming more important than in the past. The second chapter examines the sources of
American soft power in our culture, in our domestic values and policies, and in the substance
and style of our foreign policy. Because Americans are not the only ones with soft power, the
third chapter looks at the soft power of other nations and nonstate actors. Americans-and
others-face an unprecedented challenge from the dark side of globalization and the privatization
of war that has accompanied new technologies. This is properly the focus of our new national
security strategy, and is sometimes summarized as a war on terrorism. Like the Cold War, the
threats posed by various forms of terrorism will not be resolved quickly, and hard military
power will play a vital role. But the U. Like the challenge of the Cold War, this one cannot be met
by military power alone. That is why it is so essential that Americans-and others- better
understand and apply soft power. Smart power is neither hard nor soft. It is both. Joseph S.
Nye, Jr. I am indebted to a number of people for their contributions. First on any list must be
Matthew Kohut, my excellent research assistant who provided valuable ideas and sug- gestions
as well as endless streams of data. He was tireless and imag- inative in his efforts. Before going
off to graduate school, Alexandra Scacco filled that role with equal vigor and intelligence, and
many of her suggestions have made their way into the book. Neil Rosendorf, her predecessor,
did not work directly on this book, but he helped to introduce me to the history of cultural
diplomacy and certainly in- fluenced chapters 2 and 4. I am blessed to have had the privilege of
working with these wonderful younger colleagues. The cooperation of a number of individuals
greatly simplified the research tasks. I am also deeply grateful to my colleagues at the Kennedy
School of Government who have provided such a supportive intel- lectual environment for the
analysis of policy over the years. I have drawn a number of ideas from discussions in the
multiyear faculty study group on Visions of Governance for the Twenty-first Century. A special
category must be re- served for Robert Keohane, my close friend and collaborator for more than
three decades. Not only has he provided careful criticism of the draft chapters, but also I have
learned so much from our coau- thorships and conversations over the years that I should grant

him one unending footnote for everything I write. And I am grateful to Kate Darnton for a fine job
of intelligent and sensitive editing. As always, my deepest debt is to Molly Harding Nye, a
woman with wondrous soft power. But in today's world, it is best to be both. Winning hearts and
minds has always been important, but it is even more so in a global information age.
Information is power, and modern in- formation technology is spreading information more
widely than ever before in history. Yet political leaders have spent little time thinking about how
the nature of power has changed and, more specifically, about how to incorporate the soft
dimensions into their strategies for wielding power. Power is like the weather. Everyone
depends on it and talks about it, but few understand it. Just as farmers and meteorologists try
to fore- cast the weather, political leaders and analysts try to describe and predict changes in
power relationships. Power is also like love, easier to experience than to define or measure, but
no less real for that. The dictionary tells us that power is the capacity to do things. At this most
general level, power means the ability to get the outcomes one wants. So more specifically,
power is the ability to influence the behavior of others to get the outcomes one wants. But there
are sev- eral ways to affect the behavior of others. You can coerce them with threats; you can
induce them with payments; or you can attract and co-opt them to want what you want. Some
people think of power narrowly, in terms of command and coercion. You experience it when you
can make others do what they would otherwise not do.! You say "Jump! This ap- pears to be a
simple test of power, but things are not as straightfor- ward as they first appear. Suppose those
whom you command, like my granddaughters, already love to jump? When we measure power
in terms of the changed behavior of others, we have first to know their preferences. Otherwise
we may be as mistaken about our power as a rooster who thinks his crowing makes the sun
rise. And the power may evaporate when the context changes. The play- ground bully who
terrorizes other children and makes them jump at his command loses his power as soon as the
class returns from recess to a strict classroom. A cruel dictator can lock up or execute a dissident, but that may not prove his power if the dissenter was really seeking martyrdom. Power
always depends on the context in which the relationship exists. What is more, as we shall see,
sometimes we can get the outcomes we want by affecting behavior without commanding it. If
you believe that my objectives are legiti- mate, I may be able to persuade you to do something
for me without using threats or inducements. It is possible to get many desired out- comes
without having much tangible power over others. For exam- ple, some loyal Catholics may
follow the pope's teaching on capital punishment not because of a threat of excommunication
but out of respect for his moral authority. Or some radical Muslim fundamen- talists may be
attracted to support Osama bin Laden's actions not because of payments or threats, but
because they believe in the legit- imacy of his objectives. Thus they turn to a second definition
of power and simply define it as the possession of capabilities or resources that can influence
outcomes. Consequently they consider a country powerful if it has a relatively large popula- tion
and territory, extensive natural resources, economic strength, military force, and social stability.
The virtue of this second defini- tion is that it makes power appear more concrete, measurable,
and predictable. But this definition also has problems. When people de- fine power as
synonymous with the resources that produce it, they sometimes encounter the paradox that
those best endowed with power do not always get the outcomes they want. Power resources
are not as fungible as money. What wins in one game may not help at all in another. Holding a
winning poker hand does not help if the game is bridge Even if the game is poker, if you play
your high hand poorly, you can still lose. Having power re- sources does not guarantee that you
will always get the outcome you want. For example, in terms of resources the United States was
far more powerful than Vietnam, yet we lost the Vietnam War. And America was the world's only
superpower in , but we failed to prevent September Converting resources into realized power in
the sense of obtain- ing desired outcomes requires well-designed strategies and skillful
leadership. Yet strategies are often inadequate and leaders frequently misjudge-witness Japan
and Germany in or Saddam Hussein in As a first approximation in any game, it always helps to
start by figuring out who is holding the high cards. But it is equally im- portant to understand
what game you are playing. Which resources provide the best basis for power behavior in a
particular context? Oil was not an impressive power resource before the industrial age nor was
uranium significant before the nuclear age. In earlier periods, international power resources
may have been easier to assess. A traditional test of a Great Power in international politics was
"strength for war. At the end of the Napoleonic Wars in r 8 r 5, Prussia presented its fellow
victors at the Congress of Vienna with a precise plan for its own reconstruction with territories
and populations to be transferred to maintain a balance of power against France. In the
prenationalist period, it did not matter that many of the people in those transferred provinces
did not speak German. However, within half a century popular sentiments of nationalism had
grown greatly, and Germany's seizure of Alsace and Lorraine from France in r became one of

the underlying causes of World War I. Instead of be- ing assets, the transferred provinces
became liabilities in the changed context of nationalism. In short, power resources cannot be
judged without knowing the context. Before you judge who is holding the high cards, you need
to understand what game you are playing and how the value of the cards may be changing. For
example, the distribution of power resources in the contem- porary information age varies
greatly on different issues. We are told that the United States is the only superpower in a
"unipolar" world. But the context is far more complex than first meets the eye. The agenda of
world politics has become like a three-dimensional chess game in which one can win only by
playing vertically as well as horizontally. On the top board of classic interstate military issues,
the United States is indeed the only superpower with global military reach, and it makes sense
to speak in traditional terms of unipolarity or hegemony. However, on the middle board of
interstate economic issues, the distribution of power is multipolar. The United States cannot
obtain the outcomes it wants on trade, antitrust, or financial regulation issues without the
agreement of the European Union, Japan, China, and others. It makes little sense to call this
American hegemony. And on the bottom board of transnational issues like ter- rorism,
international crime, climate change, and the spread of infec- tious diseases, power is widely
distributed and chaotically organized among state and nonstate actors. And this is the set of
issues that is now intruding into the world of grand strategy. Yet many political leaders still
focus almost entirely on military assets and classic military solu- tions-the top board. They
mistake the necessary for the sufficient. They are one-dimensional players in a
three-dimensional game. In the long term, that is the way to lose, since obtaining favorable outcomes on the bottom transnational board often requires the use of soft power assets. We know
that military and economic might often get others to change their position. Hard power can rest
on inducements "carrots" or threats "sticks". But sometimes you can get the outcomes you
want without tangible threats or payoffs. The indirect way to get what you want has some- times
been called "the second face of power. In this sense, it is also important to set the agenda and
attract others in world politics, and not only to force them to change by threatening military
force or economic sanctions. This soft power-getting others to want the outcomes that you
want-co-opts people rather than coerces them. At the personal level, we are all familiar with the
power of attraction and seduction. In a relationship or a marriage, power does not neces- sarily
reside with the larger partner, but in the mysterious chemistry of attraction. And in the business
world, smart executives know that leadership is not just a matter of issuing commands, but also
involves leading by example and attracting others to do what you want. It is difficult to run a
large organization by commands alone. You also need to get others to buy in to your values. If I
can get you to want to do what I want, then I do not have to use carrots or sticks to make you do
it. Whereas leaders in authoritarian countries can use coercion and issue commands,
politicians in democracies have to rely more on a combination of in- ducement and attraction.
Soft power is a staple of daily democratic politics. The ability to establish preferences tends to
be associated with intangible assets such as an attractive personality, culture, polit- ical values
and institutions, and policies that are seen as legitimate or having moral authority. If a leader
represents values that others want to follow, it will cost less to lead. Soft power is not merely
the same as influence. After all, influ- ence can also rest on the hard power of threats or
payments. And soft power is more than just persuasion or the ability to move people by
argument, though that is an important part of it. It is also the ability to attract, and attraction
often leads to acquiescence. Simply put, in behavioral terms soft power is attractive power. In
terms of resources, soft-power resources are the assets that produce such at- traction. Whether
a particular asset is a soft-power resource that produces attraction can be measured by asking
people through polls or focus groups. Whether that attraction in turn produces desired policy
outcomes has to be judged in particular cases. Attraction does not always determine others'
preferences, but this gap between power measured as resources and power judged as the
outcomes of behavior is not unique to soft power. It occurs with all forms of power. Before the
fall of France in , Britain and France had more tanks than Germany, but that advantage in
military power re- sources did not accurately predict the outcome of the battle. One way to think
about the difference between hard and soft power is to consider the variety of ways you can
obtain the outcomes you want. You can command me to change my preferences and do what
you want by threatening me with force or economic sanctions. You can restrict my preferences
by setting the agenda in such a way that my more extravagant wishes seem too un- realistic to
pursue. Or you can appeal to a sense of attraction, love, or duty in our relationship and appeal
to our shared values about the justness of contributing to those shared values and purposes.
Soft power uses a different type of currency not force, not money to engender cooperation-an
attraction to shared values and the justness and duty of contributing to the achievement of
those values. Much as Adam Smith observed that people are led by an in- visible hand when

making decisions in a free market, our decisions in the marketplace for ideas are often shaped
by soft power-an in- tangible attraction that persuades us to go along with others' pur- poses
without any explicit threat or exchange taking place. Hard and soft power are related because
they are both aspects of the ability to achieve one's purpose by affecting the behavior of others. The distinction between them is one of degree, both in the na- ture of the behavior and in
the tangibility of the resources. Command power-the ability to change what others do-can rest
on coercion or inducement. Co-optive power-the ability to shape what others want-can rest on
the attractiveness of one's culture and values or the ability to manipulate the agenda of political
choices in a manner that makes others fail to express some preferences because they seem to
be too unrealistic. The types ofbehavior between com- mand and co-option range along a
spectrum from coercion to eco- nomic inducement to agenda setting to pure attraction.
Soft-power resources tend to be associated with the co-optive end of the spec- trum of
behavior, whereas hard-power resources are usually associ- ated with command behavior. But
the relationship is imperfect. For example, sometimes countries may be attracted to others with
com- mand power by myths of invincibility, and command power may sometimes be used to
establish institutions that later become re- garded as legitimate. On the whole, however, the
general association between the types of behavior and certain resources is strong enough to
allow us to employ the useful shorthand reference to hard- and soft-power resources. Governments sometimes find it difficult to control and employ soft power, but that does not
diminish its importance. It was a former French foreign minister who observed that the
Americans are pow- erful because they can "inspire the dreams and desires of others, thanks to
the mastery of global images through film and television and because, for these same reasons,
large numbers of students from other countries come to the United States to finish their
studies. Even the great British realist E. Carr, writing in , described international power in three
categories: military, economic, and power over opinion. During a meeting with President John
F. Kennedy, the senior statesmanJohnJ. I don't believe in world opinion. The only thing that
matters is power. As mentioned above, sometimes the same power resources can affect the
entire spectrum of behavior from coercion to attraction. A country that suffers economic and
military decline is likely to lose not only its hard-power resources but also some of its ability to
shape the international agenda and some of its attractiveness. Some countries may be attracted
to others with hard power by the myth of invincibility or inevitability. Both Hitler and Stalin tried
to develop such myths. Hard power can also be used to establish empires and institutions that
set the agenda for smaller states-witness Soviet rule over the countries of Eastern Europe.
President Kennedy was properly concerned that although polls showed the United States to be
more popular, they also showed a Soviet lead in perceptions of its space program and the
strength of its nuclear arsenal. The Vatican has soft power despite Stalin's mocking question
"How many divisions does the Pope have? Soviet soft power declined even as its hard economic and military resources continued to grow. Because of its bru- tal policies, the Soviet
Union's hard power actually undercut its soft power. In contrast, the Soviet sphere of influence
in Finland was re- inforced by a degree of soft power. Similarly, the United States' sphere of
influence in Latin America in the S was reinforced when Franklin Roosevelt added the soft
power of his "good neigh- bor policy. Norwegians say this grows out of their Lutheran
missionary her- itage, but at the same time the posture of peacemaker identifies Norway with
values shared by other nations that enhance Norway's soft power. Foreign Minister Jan
Peterson argued that "we gain some access," explaining that Norway's place at so many
negotiating tables elevates its usefulness and value to larger countries. They need legitimacy.
The Polish govern- ment decided to send troops to postwar Iraq not only to curry favor with the
United States but also as a way to create a broader positive image of Poland in world affairs.
When the Taliban government fell in Mghanistan in , the Indian foreign minister flew to Kabul to
welcome the new interim government in a plane not packed with arms or food but crammed with
tapes of Bollywood movies and mu- sic, which were quickly distributed across the city.
Institutions can enhance a country's soft power. For example, Britain in the nineteenth century
and the United States in the sec- ond half of the twentieth century advanced their values by
creating a structure of international rules and institutions that were consistent with the liberal
and democratic nature of the British and American economic systems: free trade and the gold
standard in the case of Britain; the International Monetary Fund, the World Trade Organi- zation,
and the United Nations in the case of the United States. When countries make their power
legitimate in the eyes of others, they encounter less resistance to their wishes. If a country's
culture and ideology are attractive, others more willingly follow. If it uses institutions and
follows rules that encourage other countries to channel or limit their activities in ways it prefers,
it will not need as many costly carrots and sticks. Let's start with culture. Culture is the set of
values and practices that create meaning for a society. It has many manifestations. It is

common to distinguish between high culture such as literature, art, and education, which
appeals to elites, and popular culture, which focuses on mass entertainment. When a country's
culture includes universal values and its poli- cies promote values and interests that others
share, it increases the probability of obtaining its desired outcomes because of the relationships of attraction and duty that it creates. Narrow values and parochial cultures are less
likely to produce soft power. The United States benefits from a universalistic culture. The
German editor Josef Joffe once argued that America's soft power was even larger than its
economic and military assets. Rome's and Soviet Russia's cultural sway stopped exactly at
their military borders. America's soft power, though, rules over an empire on which the sun
never sets. They make the mistake of equating soft power behavior with the cultural resources
that sometimes help produce it. They confuse the cultural resources with the behavior of
attraction. The North Korean dictator KimJong 11 is alleged to like pizza and American videos,
but that does not affect his nu- clear programs. Excellent wines and cheeses do not guarantee
at- traction to France, nor does the popularity of Pokemon games assure that Japan will get the
policy outcomes it wishes. This is not to deny that popular culture is often a resource that
produces soft power, but as we saw earlier, the effectiveness of any power resource depends
on the context. Tanks are not a great mili- tary power resource in swamps or jungles. Coal and
steel are not major power resources if a country lacks an industrial base. Serbs eating at
McDonald's supported Milosevic, and Rwandans commit- ted atrocities while wearing T-shirts
with American logos. American films that make the United States attractive in China or Latin
Amer- ica may have the opposite effect and actually reduce American soft power in Saudi
Arabia or Pakistan. But in general, polls show that our popular culture has made the United
States seem to others "ex- citing, exotic, rich, powerful, trend-setting-the cutting edge of
modernity and innovation. So now we think it's only natural to go to court a few times in your
life. As we will see in the next chapter, the background attraction and repulsion of American
popular culture in different regions and among different groups may make it easier or more
difficult for American officials to promote their policies. In China, the attraction and rejection of
American culture among different groups may cancel each other out. Commerce is only one of
the ways in which culture is transmit- ted. It also occurs through personal contacts, visits, and
exchanges. The ideas and values that America exports in the minds of more than half a million
foreign students who study every year in Ameri- can universities and then return to their home
countries, or in the minds of the Asian entrepreneurs who return home after succeeding in
Silicon Valley, tend to reach elites with power. Most of China's leaders have a son or daughter
educated in the States who can por- tray a realistic view of the United States that is often at
odds with the caricatures in official Chinese propaganda. Similarly, when the United States was
trying to persuade President Musharraf of Pak- istan to change his policies and be more
supportive of American measures in Afghanistan, it probably helped that he could hear from a
son working in the Boston area. Government policies at home and abroad are another potential
source of soft power. For example, in the S racial segregation at home undercut American soft
power in Africa, and today the prac- tice of capital punishment and weak gun control laws
undercut American soft power in Europe. Similarly, foreign policies strongly affect soft power.
Jimmy Carter's human rights policies are a case in point, as were government efforts to
promote democracy in the Reagan and Clinton administrations. In Argentina, American hu- man
rights policies that were rejected by the military government of the S produced considerable
soft power for the United States two decades later, when the Peronists who were earlier
imprisoned subsequently came to power. Policies can have long-term as well as short-term
effects that vary as the context changes. The popularity of the United States in Argentina in the
early S reflected Carter's policies of the s, and it led the Argentine government to support
American policies in the UN and in the Balkans. Government policies can reinforce or squander
a country's soft power. Domestic or foreign policies that appear to be hypocritical, arrogant,
indifferent to the opinion of others, or based on a narrow approach to national interests can
undermine soft power. For exam- ple, in the steep decline in the attractiveness of the United
States as measured by polls taken after the Iraq War in , people with un- favorable views for the
most part said they were reacting to the Bush administration and its policies rather than the
United States gener- ally. So far, they distinguish American people and culture from American
policies. The publics in most nations continued to admire the United States for its technology,
music, movies, and television. But large majorities in most countries said they disliked the
growing influence of America in their country. As we will see in the next chapter, three decades
ago, many people around the world objected to America's war in Vietnam, and the standing of
the United States reflected the unpopularity of that policy. When the policy changed and the
mem- ories of the war receded, the United States recovered much of its lost soft power. Whether
the same thing will happen in the aftermath of the Iraq War will depend on the success of

policies in Iraq, develop- ments in the Israel-Palestine conflict, and many other factors. The
values a government champions in its behavior at home for example, democracy , in
international institutions working with others , and in foreign policy promoting peace and
human rights strongly affect the preferences of others. Governments can attract or repel others
by the influence of their example. But soft power does not belong to the government in the
same degree that hard power does. Some hard-power assets such as armed forces are strictly
gov- ernmental; others are inherently national, such as oil and mineral re- serves, and many can
be transferred to collective control, such as the civilian air fleet that can be mobilized in an
emergency. In the Vietnam era, for example, American popular culture often worked at crosspurposes to official government policy. Today, Hollywood movies that show scantily clad
women with libertine attitudes or fundamen- talist Christian groups that castigate Islam as an
evil religion are both properly outside the control of government in a liberal soci- ety, but they
undercut government efforts to improve relations with Islamic nations. In their view, imitation or
attraction are simply that, not power. As we have seen, some imitation or attraction does not
produce much power over policy outcomes, and neither does imitation always produce desirable outcomes. For example, in the Is, Japan was widely ad- mired for its innovative industrial
processes, but imitation by companies in other countries came back to haunt the Japanese
when it reduced their market power. Similarly, armies frequently imitate and therefore nullify the
successful tactics of their opponents and make it more difficult for them to achieve the
outcomes they want. Such observations are correct, but they miss the point that exerting
attraction on others often does allow you to get what you want. The skeptics who want to define
power only as deliberate acts of com- mand and control are ignoring the second, or "structural,"
face of power-the ability to get the outcomes you want without having to force people to change
their behavior through threats or payments. At the same time, it is important to specify the
conditions under which attraction is more likely to lead to desired outcomes, and un- der which
it will not. All power depends on context-who relates to whom under what circumstances-but
soft power depends more than hard power upon the existence of willing interpreters and receivers. Moreover, attraction often has a diffuse effect, creating gen- eral influence rather than
producing an easily observable specific action. Just as money can be invested, politicians
speak of storing up political capital to be drawn on in future circumstances. Of course, such
goodwill may not ultimately be honored, and diffuse reciproc- ity is less tangible than an
immediate exchange. Nonetheless, the in- direct effects of attraction and a diffuse influence can
make a significant difference in obtaining favorable outcomes in bargaining situations.
Otherwise leaders would insist only on immediate payoffs and specific reciprocity, and we know
that is not always the way they behave. Social psychologists have developed a substantial body
of empirical research exploring the relationship between attractiveness and power. A dictator
cannot be totally indifferent to the views of the people in his coun- try, but he can often ignore
whether another country is popular or not when he calculates whether it is in his interests to be
helpful. In democracies where public opinion and parliaments matter, political leaders have less
leeway to adopt tactics and strike deals than in au- tocracies. Thus it was impossible for the
Turkish government to permit the transport of American troops across the country in because
American policies had greatly reduced our popularity in public opinion and in the parliament. In
contrast, it was far easier for the United States to obtain the use of bases in authoritarian
Uzbekistan for operations in Mghanistan. Finally, though soft power sometimes has direct
effects on spe- cific goals-witness the inability of the United States to obtain the votes of Chile
or Mexico in the UN Security Council in after our policies reduced our popularity-it is more likely
to have an im- pact on the general goals that a country seeks. If one considers various
American national interests, for example, soft power may be less rele- vant than hard power in
preventing attack, policing borders, and pro- tecting allies. But soft power is particularly
relevant to the realization of "milieu goals. It is easier to attract people to democracy than to
coerce them to be democratic. The fact that the impact of attraction on achieving preferred
outcomes varies by con- text and type of goals does not make it irrelevant, any more than the
fact that bombs and bayonets do not help when we seek to prevent the spread of infectious
diseases, slow global warming, or create democracy. Other skeptics object to using the term
"soft power" in interna- tional politics because governments are not in full control of the attraction. But the fact that civil society is the origin of much soft power does not disprove its
existence. In a liberal society, government cannot and should not control the culture. Indeed,
the absence of policies of control can it- self be a source of attraction. The Czech film director
Milos Forman recounts that when the Communist government let in the American film Twelve
Angry Men because of its harsh portrait of American in- stitutions, Czech intellectuals
responded by thinking, "If that coun- try can make this kind of thing, films about itself, oh, that
country must have a pride and must have an inner strength, and must be strong enough and

must be free. That is all the more reason for governments to make sure that their own actions
and policies reinforce rather than undercut their soft power. And this is particularly true since
private sources of soft power are likely to be- come increasingly important in the global
information age. Of course, one must be careful not to read too much into opinion polls. They
are an essential but imperfect measure of soft-power resources because an- swers vary
depending on the way that questions are formulated, and unless the same questions are asked
consistently over some period, they represent snapshots rather than a continuous picture.
Opinions can change, and such volatility cannot be captured by anyone poll. Moreover, political
leaders must often make unpopular decisions be- cause they are the right thing to do, and hope
that their popularity may be repaired if the decision is subsequently proved correct. Pop- ularity
is not an end in itself in foreign policy. Nonetheless, polls are a good first approximation of both
how attractive a country appears and the costs that are incurred by unpopular policies,
particularly when they show consistency across polls and over time. And as we shall see in the
next chapter, that attractiveness can have an effect on our ability to obtain the outcomes we
want in the world. With the advent of the nuclear age, the United States and the Soviet Union
possessed not only in- dustrial might but nuclear arsenals and intercontinental missiles. The
age of the superpowers had begun. Subsequently, the leading role of the United States in the
information revolution near the end of the century allowed it to create a revolution in military
affairs. The ability to use information technology to create precision weapons, real-time
intelligence, broad surveillance of regional bat- tlefields, and improved command and control
allowed the United States to surge ahead as the world's only military superpower. But the
progress of science and technology had contradictory ef- fects on military power over the past
century. Paradoxically, nuclear weapons were acceptable for deterrence, but they proved so
awesome and destructive that they became muscle- bound-too costly to use in war except,
theoretically, in the most ex- treme circumstances. A second important change was the way that
modern communi- cations technology fomented the rise and spread of nationalism, which made
it more difficult for empires to rule over socially awak- ened populations. In the nineteenth
century, Britain ruled a quarter of the globe with a tiny fraction of the world's population. As
nation- alism grew, colonial rule became too expensive and the British em- pire collapsed.
Formal empires with direct rule over subject populations such as Europe exercised during the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries are simply too costly in the twenty-first century. In addition
to nuclear and communications technology, social changes inside the large democracies also
raised the costs of using military power. Postindustrial democracies are focused on welfare
rather than glory, and they dislike high casualties. This does not mean that they will not use
force, even when casualties are ex- pected-witness Britain, France, and the United States in the
Gulf War, and Britain and the United States in the Iraq War. But the absence of a prevailing
warrior ethic in modern democracies means that the use of force requires an elaborate moral
justification to ensure popular support, unless actual survival is at stake. For ad- vanced
democracies, war remains possible, but it is much less ac- ceptable than it was a century, or
even a half century, ago. Nonetheless, the success of the European countries in creating an
island of peace on the continent that had been ravaged by three Franco-German wars in less
than a century may predispose them toward more peaceful solutions to conflict. However, in a
global economy even the United States must con- sider how the use of force might jeopardize
its economic objectives. Mter its victory in World War II the United States helped to re- structure
Japan's economy, but it is hard to imagine that the United States today could effectively
threaten force to open Japanese mar- kets or change the value of the yen. Nor can one easily
imagine the United States using force to resolve disputes with Canada or Eu- rope. Unlike
earlier periods, islands of peace where the use of force is no longer an option in relations
among states have come to char- acterize relations among most modern liberal democracies,
and not just in Europe. The existence of such islands of peace is evidence of the increasing
importance of soft power where there are shared val- ues about what constitutes acceptable
behavior among similar dem- ocratic states. In their relations with each other, all advanced
democracies are from Venus. Even nondemocratic countries that feel fewer popular moral
constraints on the use of force have to consider its effects on their economic objectives. War
risks deterring investors who control flows of capital in a globalized economy. As two RAND
analysts argue, "In the information age, 'cooperative' advantages will become increasingly
important. Moreover, societies that improve their abilities to cooperate with friends and allies
may also gain competitive advantages against rivals. On the contrary, the information revolution has yet to transform most of the world, and many states are unconstrained by democratic
societal forces. Civil wars are rife in many parts of the world where collapsed empires left failed
states and power vacuums. Even more important is the way in which the democratization of
technology is leading to the privatization of war. Technology is a double-edged sword. On the

one hand, technologi- cal and social changes are making war more costly for modern
democracies. But at the same time, technology is putting new means of destruction into the
hands of extremist groups and individuals. It is a long-standing method of conflict frequently
defined as deliberate attack on non- combatants with the objective of spreading fear and
intimidation. Already a century ago, the novelistJoseph Conrad had drawn an in- delible portrait
of the terrorist mind, and terrorism was a familiar phenomenon in the twentieth century. It
occurred on every continent except Antarctica and affected nearly every country. September Il, ,
was a dramatic escalation of an age-old phenomenon. Yet two developments have made
terrorism more lethal and more difficult to manage in the twenty-first century. One set of trends
grows out of progress in science and technol- ogy. First, there is the complex, highly
technological nature of mod- ern civilization's basic systems. But some though not all systems
become more vulner- able and fragile as they become more complex and efficient. Where
bombs and timers were once heavy and expensive, plastic ex- plosives and digital timers are
light and cheap. The costs of hijack- ing an airplane are sometimes little more than the price of a
ticket. In addition, the success of the information revolution is provid- ing inexpensive means of
communication and organization that al- low groups once restricted to local and national police
jurisdictions to become global in scope. Thirty years ago, instantaneous global communication
was sufficiently expensive that it was restricted to large entities with big budgets like
governments, multinational cor- porations, or the Roman Catholic church. Today the Internet
makes global communication virtually free for anyone with access to a mo- dem. Terrorists also
depend on getting their messages out quickly to a broad audience through mass media and the
Inter- net-witness the widespread dissemination of bin Laden's television interviews and
videotapes after September I I. Terrorism depends crucially on soft power for its ultimate
victory. It depends on its abil- ity to attract support from the crowd at least as much as its ability
to destroy the enemy's will to fight. The second set of trends reflects changes in the motivation
and organization of terrorist groups. Terrorists in the mid-twentieth century tended to have
relatively well-defined political objectives, which were often ill served by mass destruction. They
were said to want many people watching rather than many people killed. Such terrorists were
often supported and covertly controlled by govern- ments such as Libya or Syria. Toward the
end of the century, radical groups grew on the fringes of several religions. There they were
trained in a wide range of techniques, and many were recruited to organizations with an extreme
view of the religious obligation of ji- had. As the historian WaIter Laquer has observed,
"Traditional ter- rorists, whether left-wing, right-wing, or nationalist-separatists, were not greatly
drawn to these opportunities for greater destruc- tion Terrorism has become more brutal and
indiscriminate since then. Fortunately, unlike communism and fascism, Islamist ideology has
failed to attract a wide following outside the Islamic community, but that community provides a
large pool of over a billion people from which to recruit. Organization has also changed. For
example, AI Qaeda's network of thousands of peo- ple in loosely affiliated cells in some 60
countries gives it a scale well beyond anything seen before. But even small networks can be
more difficult to penetrate than the hierarchical quasi-military organiza- tions of the past. Both
trends, technological and ideological, have created a new set of conditions that have increased
both the lethality of terrorism and the difficulty of managing terrorism today. Because of
Septem- ber I I and the unprecedented scale of AI Qaeda, the current focus is properly on
terrorism associated with Islamic extremists. But it would be a mistake to limit our attention or
responses to Islamic ter- rorists, for that would be to ignore the wider effects of the democratization of technology and the broader set of challenges that must be met. Technological
progress is putting into the hands of deviant groups and individuals destructive capabilities
that were once lim- ited primarily to governments and armies. Every large group of peo- ple has
some members who deviate from the norm, and some who are bent on destruction. It is worth
remembering that the worst ter- rorist act in the United States before September I I was the one
committed by Timothy McVeigh, a purely home grown antigovern- ment fanatic. Even if the
current wave of Islamic terrorism turns out to be genera- tional or cyclical, like terrorist waves in
the past, the world will still have to confront the long-term secular dangers arising out of the democratization of technology. Lethality has been increasing. In the S, the Palestinian at- tack on
Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympics or the killings by the Red Brigades that galvanized world
attention cost dozens of lives. In the s, Sikh extremists bombed an Air India flight and killed
over people. September II, , cost several thousand lives- and all of this escalation occurred
without the use of weapons of mass destruction. If one extrapolates this lethality trend and
imag- ines a deviant group in some society gaining access to biological or nuclear materials
within the coming decade, it is possible to imagine terrorists being able to destroy millions of
lives. In the twentieth century, a pathological individual like Hitler or Stalin or Pol Pot required
the apparatus of a totalitarian government to kill large numbers of people. Unfortunately, it is

now all too easy to envisage extremist groups and individuals killing millions without the
instruments of governments. This is truly the "privatization of war," and it represents a dramatic
change in world politics. More- over, this next step in the escalation of terrorism could have profound effects on the nature of our urban civilization. What will happen to the willingness of
people to locate in cities, to our ability to sustain cultural institutions, if instead of destroying
two office buildings, a future attack destroys the lower half of Manhattan, the City area of
London, or the Left Bank of Paris? The new terrorism is not like the S terrorism of the IRA, the
ETA the military wing of the Basque separatist movement , or Italy's Red Brigades, nor is the
vulnerability limited to anyone soci- ety. A "business as usual" attitude toward curbing
terrorism is not enough. Force still plays a role in world politics, but its nature has changed in
the twenty-first century. As we will see in chapter 3, many terrorists groups also have soft as
well as hard power. The United States was correct in altering its national security strategy to
focus on terrorism and weapons of mass destruction after September II, But the means the
Bush administration chose focused too heavily on hard power and did not take enough account
of soft power. And that is a mistake, because it is through soft power that terrorists gain general
support as well as new recruits. A country that courts popularity may be loath to ex- ercise its
hard power when it should, but a country that throws its weight around without regard to the
effects on its soft power may find others placing obstacles in the way of its hard power. No
coun- try likes to feel manipulated, even by soft power. At the same time, as mentioned earlier,
hard power can create myths of invincibility or inevitability that attract others. Kennedy went
ahead with nuclear testing despite negative polls because he worried about global perceptions
of Soviet gains in the arms race. Kennedy "was willing to sacrifice some of America's 'soft'
prestige in return for gains in the harder currency of military prestige. As one designer put it,
American symbols "are still the strongest security blanket. But not always. Moreover, as we saw
earlier, hard power can some- times have an attractive or soft side. As Osama bin Laden put it in
one of his videos, "When people see a strong horse and a weak horse, by nature, they wil11ike
the strong horse. The Iraq War provides an interesting example of the inter- play of the two
forms of power. Some of the motives for war were based on the deterrent effect of hard power.
Dona1d Rumsfe1d is re- ported to have entered office believing that the United States "was
seen around the world as a paper tiger, a weak giant that couldn't take a punch" and determined
to reverse that reputation. Moreover, states like Syria and Iran might be deterred in their future
support of terrorists. These were all hard power reasons to go to war. But another set of
motives related to soft power. The neoconservatives believed that American power could be
used to export democracy to Iraq and transform the politics of the Middle East. If successful,
the war would become self-legitimizing. As William Kristo1 and Lawrence Kap1an put it, "What
is wrong with dominance in the service of sound principles and high idea1s? Even when a
military balance of power is impossible as at present, with America the only super- power ,
other countries can still band together to deprive the U. France, Russia, and China chafed at
American military unipolarity and urged a more multipolar world. In Charles Krauthammer's
view, Iraq "provided France an opportunity to create the first coherent challenge to that
dominance. Soft balancing was not limited to the UN arena. Outside the UN, diplomacy and
peace movements helped transform the global debate from the sins of Saddam to the threat of
American empire. That made it difficult for allied countries to provide bases and sup- port and
thus cut into American hard power. As noted earlier, the Turkish parliament's refusal to allow
transport of ground troops and Saudi Arabia's reluctance to allow American use of air bases
that had been available in are cases in point. Since the global projection of American military
force in the fu- ture will require access and overflight rights from other countries, such soft
balancing can have real effects on hard power. When sup- port for America becomes a serious
vote loser, even friendly leaders are less likely to accede to our requests. In addition, bypassing
the UN raised the economic costs to the United States after the war, leading the columnist
Fareed Zakaria to observe, "The imperial style of foreign policy is backfiring. At the end of the
Iraq war the administration spurned any kind of genuine partnership with the world. It pounded
away at the United Nations. In most ma- jor peacekeeping missions, the UN covers most of the
expenses for countries that contribute troops. Bush covered 80 percent of the costs, and during
the Clinton interventions abroad, the United States shouldered only 15 percent of the
reconstruction and peacekeeping costS. For some, thwarting the UN was a gain. Some urged
the creation of an alliance of democracies to replace the UN. But such responses ignore the fact
that the key divisions were among the democracies, and the United States can influence but not
alone determine international views of the legitimacy of the UN. Moreover, soft balancing that
puts pres- sure on parliaments in democracies can be conducted outside the framework of the
UN. The Internet has allowed protests to be quickly mobilized by free-wheeling amorphous
groups, rather than hierarchical organizations. In the Vietnam era, planning a protest required

weeks and months of pamphlets, posters, and phone calls, and it took four years before the size
of the protest rallies, 25, at first, reached half a million in In contrast, , people turned out in the
United States and 1. Such post hoc legitimization may help to re- store American soft power that
was lost on the way in, but it also shows that legitimacy matters. And in the difficult cases of
Iran and North Korea, it is worth noting that President Bush appealed to the views of the
"international community" that some of his advisors dismissed as "illusory. Morality can be a
power reality. The initial effect of the Iraq War on opinion in the Islamic world was quite
negative. An Egyptian parliamentarian ob- served, "You can't imagine how the military strikes
on Baghdad and other cities are provoking people every night. People who would otherwise
turn up their noses at them are now flocking to their banner. It is still too soon to tell whether
the hard-power gains from the war in Iraq will in the long run exceed the soft-power losses, or
how permanent the latter will turn out to be, but the war provided a fascinating case study of the
interaction of the two types of power. Looking to the future, much will depend on the
effectiveness of American policies in creating a better Iraq and moving the Middle East peace
process forward. In addition, much will depend on whether the intelligence failures and political
exaggeration of intelli- gence evidence will have a permanent damaging effect on the credibility of the American government when it approaches other countries for help on cases like
Iran and North Korea, as well as in the war on terrorism. As the British weekly The Economist
observed, "The spies erred and the politicians exaggerated The war, we think, was justified. But
in making the case for it, Mr Bush and Mr Blair did not play straight with their people. But the
skep- tics miss the point that cooperation is a matter of degree, and that degree is affected by
attraction or repulsion. Already in , well before the Iraq War, reactions against heavy-handed
American policies on the Korean peninsula had led to a dramatic drop over the past three years
in the percentage of the Korean pop- ulation favoring an American alliance, from 89 to only 56
percent. Whether in the Middle East or in East Asia, hard and soft power are inextricably
intertwined in today's world. At the same time, much of the world does not consist of advanced
democracies, and that limits the global transformation of power. For example, most African and
the Middle Eastern countries have preindustrial agricultural economies, weak institutions, and
authoritarian rulers. Some large countries such as China, India, and Brazil are industrializing
and may suffer some of the disruptions that analogous parts of the West encountered at similar
stages of their development early in the twentieth century,57 In such a diverse world, all three
sources of power-military, economic, and soft-remain relevant, al- though in different degrees in
different relationships. However, if the current economic and social trends of the information
revolution continue, soft power will become more important in the mix. The information
revolution and globalization of the economy are transforming and shrinking the world. At the
beginning of the twenty-first century, these two forces have enhanced American power. But
with time, technology will spread to other countries and peoples, and America's relative
preeminence will diminish. Today Americans represent one twentieth of the global population
total, but nearly half of the world's Internet users. Even more important, the information
revolution is creating virtual communities and networks that cut across national borders.
Transnational corporations and nongovernmental actors terrorists included will play larger
roles. Many of these organizations will have soft power of their own as they attract citizens into
coalitions that cut across national boundaries. Politics then becomes in part a competition for
attractiveness, legitimacy, and credibility. The abil- ity to share information-and to be
believed-becomes an impor- tant source of attraction and power. This political game in a global
information age suggests that the relative importance of soft power will increase. These
conditions suggest op- portunities for the United States, but also for Europe and others, as we
shall see in chapter 3. The soft power that is becoming more important in the infor- mation age
is in part a social and economic by-product rather than solely a result of official government
action. Nonprofit institutions with soft power of their own can complicate and obstruct government efforts, and commercial purveyors of popular culture can hin- der as well as help the
government achieve its objectives. But the larger long-term trends can help the United States if
it learns to use them well. To the extent that official policies at home and abroad are consistent
with democracy, human rights, openness, and respect for the opinions of others, America will
benefit from the trends of this global information age. But there is a danger that the United
States may obscure the deeper message of its values through arrogance. As we shall see in the
next chapter, American culture high and low still helps produce soft power in the information
age, but government actions also matter, not only through programs like the Voice of America
and Fulbright scholarships, but, even more important, when policies avoid arrogance and stand
for values that others ad- mire. The larger trends of the information age are in America's fa- vor,
but only if we learn to stop stepping on our best message. Smart power means learning better
how to combine our hard and soft power. Not only is America the world's largest economy, but

nearly half of the top global companies are American, five times as many as next-ranked Japan.
Consider the following: 1f The United States attracts nearly six times the inflow of foreign
immigrants as second-ranked Germany. According to the United Na- tions Development
Program's quality-of-life index which takes into account not only income but also education,
health care, and life ex- pectancy , Norway, Iceland, Sweden, Australia, the Netherlands, and
Belgium rank ahead of the United States as the best countries in which to live. Britain and
Germany rank ahead as havens for asylum seekers. France and Spain attract more tourists than
the United States though the U. When it comes to "unattractive indicators," the United States
ranks near the bottom of the list of rich countries in the level of development assistance it
gives, but at the top in the percentage of its population that is incarcerated. For that to happen,
the ob- jective measure of potential soft power has to be attractive in the eyes of specific
audiences, and that attraction must influence policy outcomes. In this chapter we shall look at
several examples of how such attraction has affected important policy outcomes. In the run-up
to the Iraq War, polls showed that the United States lost an average of 30 points of support in
most European countries. Levels of support were even lower in Islamic countries. Mter the war,
majorities of the people held unfavorable images of the United States in nearly two-thirds of 19
countries surveyed. Most of those who held negative views said they blamed the policies of the
Bush administration rather than America in general. Reactions to policies are more volatile than
underlying reactions to culture and values. The image or at- tractiveness of a country is
composed of foreigners' attitudes on a variety of levels and types, of which reactions to
American policy constitute only one. Figure 2. At the same time, majorities in 34 of those 43
countries said they disliked the growing influence of America in their country.!! The Iraq War
was not the first time that a controversial security policy reduced the attractiveness of the
American image in other countries. There have been four prior periods when U. Median
measures of 43 countries surveyed seventies; and during the deployment of intermediate-range
nuclear weapons in Germany in the early eighties. Although there was a decline in the overall
popular- ity of the United States from to by about 23 points in Britain, 32 in Germany, 19 in Italy,
7 in France , majorities in all but France continued to express positive opinions of the United
States throughout the major operations of the war and right up to the Paris Peace Talks of I Feb.
In a Newsweek poll, pluralities of around 40 percent of the people polled in France, Britain,
Germany, and Japan disapproved of American policies. At the same time, majorities in all those
countries approved of the American people,14 President Reagan was able to get Euro- pean
agreement for deployment of intermediate-range nuclear forces, but there was considerable
European resistance to his policy efforts to isolate the Soviet Union economically. Nonetheless,
there has also been anti-Americanism in the sense of a deeper rejection of American society,
values, and culture. It has long been a minor but persistent strand in the image, and it goes
back to the earliest days of the republic, when Europeans turned America into a symbol in their
own internal culture wars. Already in the eighteenth century, some Europeans were absurdly
arguing that the excessive humidity in the New World led to degenerate forms of life. For many
on the European Left, America was a symbol of capitalist exploita- tion of the working class,
while those on the right saw it as degener- ate because of its racial impurity. In , a former
viceroy of India complained to Conservative MPs that Hollywood had helped to shatter "the
white man's prestige in the East," and Belgium banned Africans in its colony the Congo from
attending American films. Upper class anti-Americanism may be surrogate snobbery. European
elites have always grumbled about America's lack of sophistication, but polls show that
America's pop culture resonates widely with the majority of the people across the continent.
Another source of anti-Americanism is structural. The United States is the big kid on the block
and the disproportion in power en- genders a mixture of admiration, envy, and resentment.
Similarly, in the mids majorities across Western Europe told pollsters they preferred an equal
distribution of power between the United States and the USSR rather than U. Policies can soften
or sharpen hard structural edges, and they can affect the ratio of love to hate in complex
love-hate relation- ships. The United States was even more preeminent than now at the end of
World War II, when it represented more than a third of the world economy and was the only
country with nuclear weapons, but it pursued policies that were acclaimed by allied countries.
Similarly, American leadership was welcome to many even when the end of the Cold War meant
there was no longer any country that could balance American power. For example, the Yugoslav
intellectual Milovan Djilas argued in that if the power of the U. The best Japan can aspire to is
'vice president. In addition to its size, the United States has long stood for modernity, which
some people regard as threatening to their cul- tures. In the nineteenth century, Europeans on
the Right who resis- ted industrial society and those on the Left who wanted to reshape it
pointed with fear or scorn at America. A similar phenomenon is true today with the growth of
globalization. In some areas, there is not only a resentment of American cultural imports, but

also of Ameri- can culture itself. Polls in found that majorities in 34 of 43 countries agreed with
the statement "It's bad that American ideas and customs are spreading here. Jose Bove, a
French sheep farmer, earned fame by destroying a McDonald's restaurant in his local re- gion in
France. As Iran's president complained in , "The new world order and globalization that certain
powers are trying to make us accept, in which the culture of the entire world is ignored, looks
like a kind of neocolonialism. Other cultures contribute mightily to global connections. English, the lingua franca of modern commerce, was originally spread by Britain, not the United
States. Soc- cer is far more popular internationally than American football. The most popular
sports team in the world is not American: it is Britain's soccer behemoth, Manchester United,
with fan clubs in 24 countries. The global stardom of the player David Beckham was such that
he was able to carry it with him after he was traded to the Madrid club. The Beatles and Rolling
Stones were imports to America. Three of the leading "American" music labels have British,
German, and Japanese owners. Japan leads in the creation of anima- tion and the most popular
video games around the world,27 The rise of reality programming in television entertainment in
recent years spread from Europe to the United States, not vice versa. Even Mc- Donald's is
drawing lessons from France for the redesign of some of its American restaurants. To equate
globalization with Americanization is to oversimplify a complex reality. America has always
been a land of immigra- tion, and its culture and multi ethnic society reflect many different parts
of the world. America has borrowed freely from a variety of tra- ditions and immigration keeps it
open to the rest of the world. This makes the United States a laboratory for cultural
experimentation where different traditions are recombined and exported. In addition, because of
the size of the American economy, the United States is the largest marketplace in which to test
whether a film or song or game will attract large and diverse audiences. Ideas and products flow
into the United States freely, and flow out with equal ease-often in com- mercialized form. Pizza
in Asia seems American. Already a half century ago, Hannah Arendt wrote that "in reality, the
process which Europeans dread as 'Ameri- canization' is the emergence of the modern world
with all its per- plexities and implications. But the foreignness of imported culture, and
particularly American cul- ture, is filtered through the careful hands of cultural brokers
American culture is deconstructed and re-contextualized into the everyday experience of the
people. American popular culture is not the monopoly of Americans: it is a medium through
which people around the world constantly reorganize their individual and collec- tive identities.
Median measures in seven countries with majority Muslim populations the content of global
information networks is currently created in the United States. American standards are
sometimes hard to avoid, as in Microsoft's Windows or in the rules governing the Internet
though the World Wide Web was invented in Europe. On the other hand, some U. Globalization
is more than Americanization, but for those in the antiglobalization movement who want to
resist or reshape globalization, anti-Americanism is often a useful weapon and thus its
conflation with globalization is to some extent inevitable. Of particular concern is the role of
anti-Americanism in the Is- lamic world. Compare figure 2. A bipartisan panel report issued in
October stated, "Hostility toward America has reached shocking levels. What is re- quired is not
merely tactical adaptation, but strategic and radical transformation. In some areas, such as the
Arab countries, anti-Americanism may be a cover for a more general inability to respond to
modernity-witness the slow progress of economic growth and democratization as described in
a recent report of the United Nations Development Programme, "Arab Human Development
Report The failure of Arab countries to adjust to modernity can- not fully explain the changes in
U. They are also related to unpopular U. The effects of the Iraq War should not be exaggerated.
But such hatred is increasingly important in a world where small groups can use the In- ternet
to find, recruit, and mobilize like-minded people who previ- ously had greater difficulty in
locating each other. As the author Robert Wright has observed, Osama bin Laden's recruiting
videos are very effective, "and they'll reach their targeted audience much more efficiently via
broadband. In the case of soft power, the question is what messages are sent and received by
whom under which circumstances, and how that affects our ability to ob- tain the outcomes we
want. Messages and images are conveyed partly by government policies at home and abroad,
and partly by popular and higher culture. But the same messages are "down- loaded" and
interpreted with different effects by different receivers in different settings. Soft power is not a
constant, but something that varies by time and place. Many observers would agree that
American high culture produces significant soft power for the United States. For example,
Secretary of State Colin Powell has said, "I can think of no more valuable asset to our country
than the friendship of fu- ture world leaders who have been educated here. The distinguished
American diplomat and writer George Ken- nan is a traditional realist in his concern with
balance-of-power pol- itics, but he placed great importance on "cultural contact as a means of
combating negative impressions about this country that mark so much of world opinion. Scores

of nongovernmental institutions such as theaters, museums, and opera companies performed
in the Soviet Union. One Soviet musi- cian observed that they had been trained to believe in the
decadent West, yet year after year great symphony orchestras came from Boston, Philadelphia,
New York, Cleveland, and San Francisco. Even while some American skeptics at the time feared
that visiting Soviet scientists and KGB agents would "steal us blind," they failed to notice that
the visitors vacu- umed up political ideas along with scientific secrets. Many such scientists
became leading proponents of human rights and liberaliza- tion inside the Soviet Union. An
even larger number of Ameri- cans went to the Soviet Union. In the S, only 40 to 50 college and
graduate students from each country participated in exchanges, but over time, powerful pol- icy
effects can be traced back to even those small numbers. Because cultural exchanges affect
elites, one or two key contacts may have a major political effect. For example, Aleksandr
Yakovlev was strongly influenced by his studies with the political scientist David Truman at
Columbia University in Yakovlev eventually went on to be- come the head of an important
institute, a Politburo member, and a key liberalizing influence on the Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev. They played a tremendous role in the erosion of the Soviet system They kept
infecting more and more people over the years. It is easier to trace specific political effects of
high-cultural con- tacts than to demonstrate the political importance of popular cul- ture. Alexis
de Toqueville pointed out in the nineteenth century that in a democracy there are no restrictions
of class or guild on artisans and their products. Popular taste prevails. In addition, commercial
interests in a capitalist economy seek broad markets that often result in cultural lowest
common denominators. Some believe that Ameri- can popular culture seduces through sheer
force of marketing and promise of pleasure. They regard it as pro- viding mass entertainment
rather than information and thus having little political effect. They view popular culture as an
anesthetizing and apolitical opiate for the masses. As the author Ben Wattenberg has argued,
American cul- ture includes glitz, sex, violence, vapidity and materialism, but that is not the
whole story. It also portrays American values that are open, mobile, individualistic,
anti-establishment, pluralistic, voluntaristic, populist, and free. That content is more powerful
than politics or economics. It drives politics and eco- nomics. The answer is, not as clean as
Harvard, but nevertheless, further reaching. National Bas- ketball games are broadcast to
million households in 2I2 coun- tries and 42 languages. Major league baseball games flow to
countries in I I languages. The num- ber of sports viewers rivals the 7. The line between
information and entertainment has never been as sharp as some intellectuals imagine, and it is
becoming increas- ingly blurred in a world of mass media. Some lyrics of popular music can
have political effects. For example, in the IS, the dissident radio station B in Belgrade played
over and over the American rap group Public Enemy's lyric "Our freedom of speech is freedom
or death-we got. Pictures often convey values more powerfully than words, and Hol- lywood is
the world's greatest promoter and exporter of visual sym- bols. The Dutch historian Rob Kroes
points out that posters produced for shipping lines and emigration societies in
nineteenth-century Eu- rope created an image of the American West as a symbol of freedom
long before the twentieth-century consumption revolution. Young Europeans "grew up
constructing meaningful worlds that drew upon American ingredients and symbols. Simple
items like blue jeans, Coca-Cola, or a cigarette brand acquired an added value that helped these
younger generations to give expres- sion to an identity all their own. One example was the
demo- cratic reconstruction of Europe after World War H. But popular culture also contributed.
For example, the Austrian historian Reinhold Wagn- leitner argues that "the fast adaptation of
American popular culture by many Europeans after the Second World War certainly contributed positively to the democratization of these societies. It reju- venated and revitalized
European postwar cultures with its elementary connotations of freedom, casualness, vitality,
liberality, modernity and youthfulness Submission to the dictates of the market and business
also contained an element of liberation from the straitjackets of traditional customs and mores.
Popular cultural attraction also contributed to another major American foreign policy
objective-victory in the Cold War. The Soviet Union had impressive military capabilities poised
to threaten Western Europe, and in the early postwar period it also possessed important
soft-power resources from the appeal of Communist ide- ology and its record of standing up to
Nazi Germany. However, it squandered much of this soft power through its repression at home
and in Eastern Europe,55 and its inept economic performance in its later years even as its
military power increased. Soviet state-run propaganda and culture programs could not keep
pace with the influ- ence of America's commercial popular culture in flexibility or attrac- tion.
Long before the Berlin Wall fell in , it had been pierced by television and movies. The hammers
and bulldozers would not have worked without the years-long transmission of images of the
popular culture of the West that breached the Wall before it fell. Even though the Soviet Union
restricted and censored Western films, those that made it through the filters were still capable

of hav- ing devastating political effects. Sometimes the political effects were direct, although
unintended. One Soviet journalist commented after a restricted showing of On the Beach and
Dr. Strangelove both films were critical of American nuclear weapons policies , "They absolutely shocked us We began to understand that the same thing would happen to us as to
them in a nuclear war. Soviet audiences watching films with apolitical themes nonetheless
learned that people in the West did not have to stand in long lines to purchase food, did not live
in communal apartments, and owned their own cars. All this in- validated the negative views
promulgated by the Soviet media. Even rock-and-roll music played a part despite Soviet efforts
to discourage it. As one of Gorbachev's aides later testified, "The Bea- tles were our quiet way
of rejecting 'the system' while conforming to most of its demands. We had to balance truth and
propaganda in our minds all the time. Milos Forman described how, in the s, "You are listening,
you know, to Bill Haley and Elvis Presley and you love it, and then a stern face on the Czech
television tells you, 'These apes escaping from the jungle-they are representing the pride of
human- ity? Finally you lost total, total, you know, respect. In , the organizers founded a Lennon
Peace Club whose members de- manded the removal of Soviet troopS. As one historian
summarized the situation, "However important the military power and political promise of the
United States were for setting the foundation for the American successes in Cold War Europe, it
was the American economic and cultural attraction that really won over the hearts and minds of
the majorities of young peo- ple for Western democracy Whenever real consumption climbed
into the ring, chances were high that real socialism had to be counted out. Hard power created
the stand-off of military contain- ment, but soft power eroded the Soviet system from within. But
it would be a mistake to ignore the role that the attraction of American popular culture played in
contribut- ing to the soft part of the equation. Milosevic regime in Serbia, pressure for
liberalization in Iran, and the consolidation of an open interna- tional economic system, to name
just a few. Indeed, when South Africa in I97I was debating whether to allow television into the
country, Albert Hertzog, a conservative former minister of Posts and Telegraphs, rejected it as a
symbol of Western degeneracy that "would lead to the demoralization of South African
civilization and the destruction of apartheid. Similarly, in I Iran's highest-ranking cleric issued a
fatwa against satellite television dishes because they would introduce a cheap alien culture and
spread the moral diseases of the West. A decade later, mass demonstrations in Teheran
followed the spread of private American TV broadcasts. The stations got their start
broadcasting in the Farsi language to the Iranian diaspora in Los Angeles, but they later turned
to covering Iran's politics 24 hours a day, and broadcast information to Iran that was not
otherwise available there. As one professor re- ported, "In less than a decade after Ayatollah
Khomeini's death, these illuminated revolutionaries-the former young veterans of war and
revolution-were demanding more freedoms and political rights. One dissident told a foreign
reporter that when she was forced to listen to local Communist Party leaders rage about
America, she would hum Bob Dylan tunes in her head as her own silent revolution. Another reporter observed that "many believe that the recent trickle of Holly- wood films into Chinese
theatres, along with those illegal DVDs, has played a role in spurring yearnings for accelerated
change among ordinary Chinese citizens. For example, during the Vietnam War, the American
government had multiple policy objectives that included both military victory over Communism in Vietnam and political victory over Communism in Central Europe. Popular culture did
not help to produce the desired out- comes with regard to the former objective, but it did help to
achieve the latter. For example, Reinhold Wagnleitner describes student demonstrations in
Austria against the Vietnam War: "We demon- strated in blue jeans and T-shirts and attended
sit-ins and teach-ins. What's more, quite a few of us understood what it meant to be able to
demonstrate against a war in wartime without being court-martialed. Some of us were also
aware that we had learned our peaceful tactics of democratic protest and opposition from the
American civil rights movement and the anti-nuclear armament movement. After all, we did not
intone the 'Internationale' but instead sang 'We Shall Over- come. Popular culture can have
contradictory effects on different groups within the same country. It does not provide a uniform
soft- power resource. The videos that attract Iranian teenagers offend Iranian mullahs. Thus the
repulsion of American popular culture may make it more difficult for the United States to obtain
its pre- ferred policy outcomes from the ruling group in the short term, while the attraction of
popular culture encourages desired change among younger people in the long term. And
sometimes the effects can undercut longer-term American objectives. In Turkey, accord- ing to
a Turkish journalist, "The spread of American popular cul- ture, primarily among the
upper-middle-class and peripherally among the lower-class Turkish population has created in
its wake an opposition to the ideology behind it. Finally, the instruments of popular culture are
not static. Whether the influence of American culture will increase or decrease in the future is
uncertain. In part the outcome will depend on whether unpopular policies eventually spill over

and make general reactions to American culture more negative. It will also depend on
independent market changes that have nothing to do with politics. For example, American films
continue to rake in nearly 80 percent of the film industry's worldwide revenues, but American
TV has seen a decline in its international market share in recent years. Tele- vision appeals to a
more segmented market and local content has proved to be more important in reaching national
audiences than the peek into U. The causes seem related more to market changes and
economies of scale in satisfying local tastes than to political reactions. Something similar
happened with the Euro- pean reception of American Wild West shows in the nineteenth century, and already American MTV has lost ground to local imitators. In television news, however,
there has been a clear political change. For example, Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in August was
described in terms of Iraqi aggression rather than recovering the lost province of Kuwait, which
is how the Iraqis saw it. India framed its invasion of its ancient province of Goa the same way,
and there was little significant international reac- tion. For instance, the same image of moving
forces could accurately be described by CNN as "coalition forces advance" or by AI Jazeera as
"invading forces advance. Now France has decided to create its own multilingual television
news channel. It concluded that "AI Jazeera is proof that this mo- nopoly can be broken and
that there is a real demand for news that is not Anglo-American. On the contrary, a growing
concern is not the old complaint of excessive American cultural influence around the world, but
the astonishing speed with which the United States is selling off its popular culture industries to
foreign buyers. It is worth noting that while American companies still dominate in terms of
global brands, market changes have produced an in- creased fragmentation of brands. A
decade ago it was assumed that as barriers to trade came down, brands with global scale would
drive out local brands. In fact, as concerns about local autonomy have in- tersected with
technologies that allow economies of scale to be achieved in production of discrete specialized
products, the stan- dardization of brands has come under challenge. The popular cul- tural
resources that can produce American soft power are important, but they are far from static.
Political values like democracy and hu- man rights can be powerful sources of attraction, but it
is not enough just to proclaim them. During the Cold War, President Eisenhower worried that
the practice of racial segregation in the American South was alienating the newly independent
countries in Africa. Others watch how Americans implement our values at home as well as
abroad. A Swedish diplomat recently told me, "All coun- tries want to promote the values we
believe in. I think the most crit- icized part of the U. Those who scorn or despise us for
hypocrisy are less likely to want to help us achieve our policy objectives. Even when honestly
applied, American values can repel some people at the same time that they attract others.
Individualism and liberties are attractive to many people, but repulsive to some, partic- ularly
fundamentalists. For example, American feminism, open sex- uality, and individual choices are
profoundly subversive in patriarchal societies. One of the terrorist pilots who spent time in the
United States before the attack on September I I is reported to have said he did not like the
United States because it is "too lax. I can go anywhere I want and they can't stop me. They
yearn for a deeper change in their own country's political system. De- spite admiration for the
American practice of freedom of speech, countries like Germany and South Mrica have histories
that make them wish to prohibit hate crimes that could not be punished under the American
First Amendment. And while many Europeans admire America's devotion to freedom, they
prefer policies at home that temper neoliberal economic principles and individualism with a
greater concern for society and community. In , two out of three Czechs, Poles, Hungarians, and
Bulgarians thought the United States was a good influence on their respective countries, but
fewer than one in four in each country wanted to import the Ameri- can economic model. A poll
conducted by the German Marshall Fund in June found agreement on both sides of the Atlantic
that Europeans and Ameri- cans have different social and cultural values,? Although two-thirds
of Mricans liked American ideas about democracy, only one-third of the populations of Muslim
countries like them,? In the s, public opinion in four major European countries rated the United
States as perform- ing well in economic opportunities, rule of law, religious freedom, and
artistic diversity. But fewer than half of British, German, and Spanish respondents felt the
United States was a desirable model for other countries,? It does not mean that others need or
want to become American clones. American performance on implementing our political values
at home is mixed. As noted earlier, the United States ranks at or near the top in health
expenditure, higher education, books published, computer and Internet usage, acceptance of
immigrants, and em- ployment. But America is not at the top in life expectancy, primary
education, job security, access to health care, or income equality. And high rankings in areas
like the incidence of homicide and the percentage of the population in jail reduce attractiveness.
On the other hand, there is little evidence for the cultural decline that some pessimists proclaim,
and many American domestic problems are shared by other postmodern societies. Crime,

divorce rates, and teenage pregnancy are worse today than in the S, but all three measures
improved considerably in the S, and, writes a former president of Harvard University, "There is
no reliable evidence that American students are learning less in school, or that the American
Dream is vanishing, or that the environment is more polluted. Most children still live with both
natu- ral parents, and the divorce rate has stabilized. Trust in government has declined over
recent decades, and that has led some observers to worry about American democracy. But the
polling evidence is not matched in all behaviors. For example, the Internal Revenue Service
reports no increase in cheating on taxes. Moreover, polls show that nonvoters are no more
alienated or mistrustful of government than voters are. Nor does the decline of trust in
government seem to have greatly diminished American soft power, if only because most other
developed countries seem to be ex- periencing a similar phenomenon. Canada, Britain, France,
Sweden, and Japan have experienced a loss of confidence in institutions that seems to be
rooted in the greater individualism and diminished def- erence to authority that are
characteristic of postmodern societies. For one thing, the absolute levels of engagement remain
remarkably high on many indicators. Three- quarters of Americans feel connected to their
communities, and say the quality of life here is excellent or good. According to a poll, over
million Americans volunteered their time to help solve problems in their communities, and 60
million volunteer on a regu- lar basis. People want to come to America, and they often do well
here. By , Chinese and Indian engineers were running one-quarter of Silicon Valley's
high-technology businesses,89 and such upward mo- bility makes America a magnet.
Foreigners can envisage themselves as Americans, and many successful Americans "look like"
them. Moreover, connections of individuals in the diasporas such as the In- dian and Chinese
with their countries of origin help to convey accu- rate and positive information about the
United States. Certainly a decline in the quality of American society or unat- tractive policies at
home could reduce our attractiveness and that could damage our soft power. But when other
countries share similar problems, comparisons are less invidious and less damaging to our soft
power. In fact, American levels of charitable giving and commu- nity service are generally
higher. American soft power is eroded more by policies like capital pun- ishment or the absence
of gun control, where we are the deviants in opinion among advanced countries. American
support for the death penalty, for example, meets disapproval from two-thirds of the pub- lic in
Great Britain, France, Germany, and Italy. Attitudes toward immigration have hardened, and new
visa procedures have discouraged some for- eign students. A decline in religious tolerance
toward Muslims hurts the image of the United States in Muslim countries such as Pakistan and
Indonesia as well as in the Arab world. Although President Bush wisely included Muslim clerics
in the mourning ceremony at the National Cathedral and invited them to the White House after
91r1, the Pentagon chose Franklin Graham, a Christian evangelist who branded Islam a "very
wicked and evil re- ligion," to conduct its Good Friday service in The past president of the
Southern Baptist Convention described Muhammad as "a demon-possessed pe- dophile. The
result, in the experi- ence of Dr. Clive Calver of World Relief, is that such comments are "used to
indict all Americans and used to indict all Christians. It ob- viously puts lives and livelihoods of
people overseas at risk. Also damaging to American attractiveness is the perception that the
United States has not lived up to its own profession of values in its response to terrorism. The
Financial Times worried that "the very character of American democracy has been altered. Most
coun- tries have chosen to adjust the balance between liberty and security since September I 1.
But in America, the adjustment has gone be- yond mere tinkering to the point where
fundamental values may be jeopardised. Bush rightly noted that American ideals have been a
beacon of hope to others around the world. In compromising those ideals in this matter, Mr.
Bush is not only dismaying America's friends, but also blunting one of America's most powerful
weapons against ter- rorism. It re- mains to be seen how lasting such damage will be to
America's abil- ity to obtain the outcomes it wants from other countries. At a minimum, it tends
to make our preaching on human rights policies appear hypocritical to some people. All
countries pursue their national interest in foreign policy, but there are choices to be made about
how broadly or nar- rowly we define our national interest, as well as the means by which we
pursue it. After all, soft power is about mobilizing cooperation from others without threats or
payments. Policies based on broadly inclusive and far-sighted definitions of the national
interest are easier to make attractive to others than policies that take a nar- roW and myopic
perspective. Similarly, policies that express important values are more likely to be attractive
when the values are shared. The Norwegian author Geir Lundestad has referred to America's
success in Europe in the latter half of the twentieth century as an empire by invitation. This is
what America exported. But the resulting soft power depended in part on the considerable
overlap of culture and values between the United States and Europe. In the twenty-first century
the United States has an interest in maintaining a degree of international order. It needs to

influence dis- tant governments and organizations on a variety of issues such as proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction, terrorism, drugs, trade, resources, and ecological damage that
affect Americans as well as others. The United States, like nineteenth-century Britain, also has
an interest in keeping international markets and global commons, such as the oceans, open to
all. To a large extent, international order is a public good-something everyone can consume
without dimin- ishing its availability to others. And sometimes things that look good to
Americans may not look good to everyone else, and that is why consultation is important. A
large country like the United States gains doubly when it pro- motes public goods: from the
goods themselves, and from the way that being a major provider legitimizes and increases its
soft power. Nonetheless, American foreign aid was. According to one index that tries to
evaluate how well rich countries help the poor by including trade, environment, investment,
migration, and peacekeeping along with actual aid, the United States ranks twentieth out of 21
Gust ahead ofJapan. Foreign policies also produce soft power when they promote broadly
shared values such as democracy and human rights. Ameri- cans have wrestled with how to
integrate our values with other inter- ests since the early days of the republic, and the main
views cut across party lines. Realists like John Quincy Adams warned that the United States
"goes not abroad in search of monsters to destroy," and we should not involve ourselves
"beyond the power of extrica- tion in all the wars of interest and intrigue. As we shall see in
chapter 5, to- day's neoconservatives are, in effect, right-wing Wilsonians, and they are
interested in the soft power that can be generated by the promotion of democracy. During the
election campaign, when George W Bush fre- quently expressed traditional realist warnings that
the United States should not become overextended, leading neoconservatives urged him to
make human rights, religious freedom, and democracy priori- ties for American foreign policy
and "not to adopt a narrow view of U. As such, it commits the U. Whether the neo- conservative
approach creates rather than consumes American soft power depends not only on the results
but also on who is consulted and who decides. The neoconservatives pay less heed than traditional WIlsonians to consultation through international institutions. But because the currency of
soft power is attraction, it is often easier to generate and wield in a multilateral context. In
recent years, other countries have increasingly complained about the unilateralism of American
foreign policy. Of course such differences are a matter of degree, and there are few countries
that are pure unilateralists or multilateralists. International concerns about unilateralism began
well before George W. Bush became president, and involved Congress as well as the executive
branch. The president has disclaimed the label but most observers describe his administration
as divided between traditional pragmatists and a more ideological school that the columnist
Charles Krauthammer celebrated as "the new unilateralism. They worry about a flagging of
internal will and a reluctance to turn a unipolar moment into a unipolar era, American intentions
are good, American hegemony is benev- olent, and that should end the discussion. So, what is
that light on your dashboard? The following are warning lights and indicators found in vehicles
built by Audi. Click a link to learn more about each one. They are roughly ordered by
importance, which tends to be by color red, amber, yellow, orange, green, blue, gray , but there
are nearly 80 of them, so be patient! Remember that only proper service and repair procedures
will ensure the safe and reliable operation of your car. These posts are for information sharing
purposes only, and should not be used in lieu of an OEM service manual or factory authorized
service procedure. We are not in the auto repair business nor do we publish automotive service
manuals. Nothing we include on these pages and posts has been reviewed, approved or
authorized by any vehicle manufacturer. Technology is always changing and what is current
and accurate today may be literally out-of-date and inaccurate tomorrow. And when it comes to
the current state of flux in the auto industry, nothing is more true. Made with by Graphene
Themes. Toggle search form Search for:. Toggle navigation DashboardSymbols. Audi Warning
Lights and Symbols So, what is that light on your dashboard? Related posts. Search for:.
Charge system trouble indicator -- click for more. Brake trouble indicators -- click for more. Park
brake indicator -- click for more. Oil warning lights -- click for more. More oil warning lights -click for more. Engine temperature indicators -- click for more. Seat belt reminder -- click for
more. Air bag warning indicator -- click for more. Security indicator -- click for more. Door, hood
or trunk lid ajar indicator -- click for more. Master warning light -- click for more. Loose wheel
warning indicator -- click for more. Park brake trouble indicator -- click for more. Low brake pad
indicator -- click for more. Electronic power control indicator -- click for more. Driver's door
malfunction indicator -- click for more. Engine malfunction indicator -- click for more. Low
coolant warning indicator -- click for more. Check gas cap indicator -- click for more. Stability
control off indicator -- click for more. Dynamic traction control indicator -- click for more.
Transmission or drivetrain trouble indicator -- click for more. Steering trouble indicator -- click
for more. Steering lock indicator -- click for more. Engine start system fault indicators -- click for

more. Auto start stop indicators -- click for more. Tire pressure monitor indicator -- click for
more. Anti-lock brake system fault indicator -- click for more. Power top trouble light -- click for
more. Frost warning indicator -- click for more. Low fuel indicator -- click for more. Low washer
fluid indicator -- click for more. Windshield wiper fault indicator -- click for more. Rain sensor
fault indicator -- click for more. Night vision assist indicators -- click for more. Traffic sign
recognition
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fault indicator -- click for more. Audi pre-sense fault indicator -- click for more. Audi side assist
malfunction indicator -- click for more. Active lane assist indicator -- click for more. Congestion
assist indicators -- click for more. Adaptive cruise control indicators -- click for more. Cruise
control indicators -- click for more. Speed warning indicator -- click for more. Suspension
control indicators -- click for more. Sport differential warning indicator -- click for more. Park
distance control -- click for more. Glow plug indicator -- click for more. Diesel particulate filter -click for more. AdBlue indicators -- click for more. Lamp out indicator -- click for more. Adaptive
headlamp system fault -- click for more. Headlamp leveling fault indicator -- click for more.
Automatic headlamp dimmer fault -- click for more. Fog lamps activated-- click for more. Park
lamps on indicator -- click for more. Turn signal indicator -- click for more. High beam indicator
-- click for more.

